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This issue of Tides is being released so
close to the end of term it seemed more
sensible to gve it a Christmas date rather
than a Michaelmas one - except that we
have nothing about Christmas except
perhaps some reviews of books seeking
places under the tree. There’s a bit of an
annual review vibe, with James Ashworth
looking back on the society’s thirtieth
anniversary party in April (64-66), Peter
Lewin-Jones reviewing attendees’ opinions
on the society and Doctor Who (67-70)
and Matthew Kilburn’s history of the
society delivered at the same event (7179). We also have questions and answers
from the Varsity Quiz held in Cambridge
(9-17), as well as James’s Who on Earth?
tour of the Doctor’s Cambridge (4-7)
and his look at Cambridge in Big Finish
recordings (8). Ian Bayley travels back to
Series 7A and A Town Called Mercy (4147). Filip Wieland and Georgia Harper
review debut Doctor Who VR experience
The Runaway (21-23), Andrew O’Day
and Matthew Kilburn examine connections
between Doctor Who and early 1970s
series Timeslip (48-54). Sam Sheppard
looks at Character Options’ contribution to
Doctor Who (28-34). Following Terrance
Dicks’s death, Rogan Clark samples two
of his classic Doctor Who novelizations
(35-36), Matthew reviews the new Dalek
novelizatios by Eric Saward (37-40) and
William Shaw reviews The Secret in Vault
13 (18-20). Philip Holdridge’s story
Equilibrium concludes (55-63) and we
have more Doctor Who verse from Will
(34).. But first, a word from the editors...

2020 Visions
The editors of
The Tides of Time
introduce this issue
and look to the near future
James

Well, here we are again! That we’re a few
months older is a certainty, but wiser? That’s
up for debate. Having left Oxford now, and
moved onto another place (no, not the Other
place), my world has changed somewhat
since Tides 43. And as I write this, so it seems
has Doctor Who’s. After eleven months
of waiting, we’ve finally caught the first
glimpses of Series Twelve footage out in the
open. From my reaction and those of many
others, it seems that the trailer was worth
the wait. Whether it is the much slicker
production values, a potential story arc,
or Yaz finally getting something that looks
suspiciously like character development, the
first trailer promises a lot. Of course, as we
know from films such as Suicide Squad or
Venom, a trailer can paint a false picture – it
has a job to do, after all – and so it may be
best to temper our hopes at the moment.
Nevertheless, though updates to my Who on
Earth Bristol article are now required, Series
Twelve seems to have come in from the cold,
with plenty of references to stories spanning
the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. It
signals the end of Chris Chibnall’s shortlived standalone intentions, though this was
already heralded by Resolution, and gives us
something that firmly plants its flag into the
surface of the Whoniverse. There’s plenty to
discover, and a lot to look forward to… and
that’s just this issue of Tides! I’m sure that
Series Twelve will be featuring quite heavily
in our pages sometime soon…

Matthew

...almost certainly in the next issue and
very probably on the website before that.
We won’t be publishing number 45 before
Series Twelve has finished, but January
sees the thirtieth anniversary of the first
issue of Tides and some of the content of
the next issue will reflect that as well as
the new series.
Those who read my reflection on
Series Eleven and Resolution in Tides 43
might remember my uncertainty over
the production team’s intentions as well
as the execution of the series. At the time
of writing, publicity is encouraging us
to see Series Twelve as operating on a
larger scale, in terms of place, storytelling
and engagement with Doctor Who’s
mythology. Following the literal and
symbolic reconstruction of the Doctor,
the TARDIS and the Daleks in this
universe according to Chris Chibnall,
I’m curious to see how Jodie Whittaker’s
oddly nonconfrontational Doctor
engages with this year’s threats. Returning
creatures seem to include the Judoon
and the Cybermen, both embodying
masculine characteristics, and possibly
also the Racnoss, a matriarchal species. I
wonder how far the Thirteenth Doctor’s
gender will affect how she engages with
them. I had a conversation over the
summer about the figure of the female
trickster, and the label seems particularly
appropriate for Jodie Whittaker’s
Doctor, who first obliquely disrupts
the narrow focus of the Dalek scout in
Resolution, later somersaults away from
its extermination beams, and defeats it
through encirclement and love, without
a weapon in sight. No doubt we’ll see this
evasive but frenetic, anxiously fair but
screwily confident Doctor evolve further
in Series Twelve.
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“Some of the greatest labourers in the
history of Earth have thought here.”
James Ashworth continues his Who on Earth? series by travelling from
Oxford to the other ancient university city, Cambridge

“One of the delights of the older Cambridge colleges. Everyone is so discreet.”
					—Professor Chronotis, Shada Part One

O

nce upon a time, Professor Chronotis’s adage was true, as Time Lords and
other aliens took Cambridge to be their own without anyone disturbing
their anonymity. However, as we prepare to enter the third decade of the twenty-first
century, we at Tides have decided that enough is enough. After exposing the Doctor Who
connections of Oxford, we believe it’s time that the Other Place caught up, and so, once
again, we ask you to don your academic gowns for a tour of Cambridge.
If you’re feeling suitably energetic, you
can start your tour in Oakington, a village
situated to the north of Cambridge itself. Liz
Shaw and her friend, Jean Baisemore, used
to live here in Elmview Cottage during their
time studying at the university. Given she was
born in 1943 (according to BBC Past Doctor
Adventure The Devil Goblins From Neptune
[1997], though this has been contradicted
elsewhere), we can perhaps surmise this took
place during the mid to late 1960s. After
Oakington in early spring, by John Sutton, 2011.
Liz left, Jean continued to live here, and
https://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/2857167
was where her conversion into a Cyberman
(CC BY-SA 2.0)
began, documented in Big Finish’s The Blue
Tooth (2007). This was due to the inadvertent
reactivation of a buried spaceship under the nearby RAF Oakington, and a dental implant
inserted by an amoral scientist. Fortunately for the residents of Northstowe, currently being
constructed on the defunct airbase, the intervention of the Third Doctor, along with UNIT,
means that there is no longer a risk of cyberconversion in their homes.
Continuing down Cambridge Road and onto Girton Road, you will arrive at the first
of the outlying colleges of Cambridge, Girton College, which we know was once home
to Alison Williams of the Intrusion Counter Measures Group, thanks to her scarf seen
in Remembrance of the Daleks (1988). Liz also considered going to Girton, but decided
against it due to her dislike of cycling. Heading down Huntingdon Road, and turning right
onto Storey’s Way, you will then find yourself at Churchill College, where Gordon Jones,
lecturer in physics, once taught, before being kidnapped by Tobias Vaughn at the offices of
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International Electromatics in The Invasion (1968).
Once you’ve reached the end of Storey’s Way, you’ll find the Department of Applied
Mathematics and Theoretical Physics opposite, where Liz Shaw acted as chair after the
death of her predecessor, Teri Billington. She was experimenting with a time dilator, a
development that worried both Liz and the Doctor, and inadvertently sent them forward
to 2014 where they uncovered the conspiracy of The Sentinels of the New Dawn (2011),
as told by Big Finish. Liz would also be involved in activities at the Paranormal Research
Department, where Cambridge students were developing psychic powers after illegal
experiments by Hardin in Doctor Who Magazine’s Change of Mind (issues 221-223, 1995),
and would later open the Trainor Foundation after the death of the eponymous scientist in
The Devil Goblins From Neptune.
Also on this site is the current location of the Newton Institute, which, at its previous
site in Wooton, had one Professor Carl Thascalos (the Master) amongst its staff, where
he supervised the construction of the TOMTIT machine to summon the eponymous
time monster (1972). The Master obviously enjoyed his time here, choosing to include a
Cambridge education as part of his Harold Saxon persona in a later incarnation. Looking
from here down Wilberforce Road, either the lake to your left or sports field to your right
is the location of the Cambridge Heliport, constructed by the heads of the Sentinels of the
New Dawn, the Beauregards, in order to station their jetcopters for easy transport between
Cambridge and their Bond-esque castle in the Fens.

New Court, St John’s College, Cambridge, by Jean-Christophe Benoist, 2015 commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Cambridge_-_St_John_College_-_New_Court.jpg (CC BY-SA 3.0)

Heading down Clarkson Road and over the playing field, you will approach St John’s
College, which, while not a specific feature of the Whoniverse, provided the education of
both Douglas Adams, whose work on Shada (1980 [well, that was the plan]) provides for
much of this piece; and Derek Jacobi, who is further evidence that the Master is a big fan of
Cambridge. Unless you know someone from St John’s, you’ll probably need to head around
the north of the college, coming down Bridge Street to approach Portugal Place, one of the
many, non-connected roads that form a part of the Doctor’s bike ride away from Skagra’s
orb. Unless he had a teleport, he would have been unlikely to take the filmed route in reality,
and this is evidenced by the scene where he abandons his bike, at the end of this road, to
find himself back at the start by the Baron of Beef. Venturing down this alley, you too may
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find yourself trapped by the orb, just for the TARDIS to save you in the nick of time!
Continuing down St John’s Street and Trinity Lane, you’ll then approach Trinity College
itself. Due to the presence of Guy Burgess and Kim Philby in Big Finish audio Entanglement
(2018), we’ll deem this the real world equivalent of Sedgewick College, where the First
Doctor, Vicki and Steven spend some time after the TARDIS lands precariously on a wall.
It would later crash through the roof of the library, and, in the possible wish-fulfilment of
some university academics, crushes some android proctors in its wake. The library itself is
the basis of the Entanglement Machine’s dimension, where the missing provost Sir Isaiah
Hardy would be trapped, later joined by fellow aliens Professors Woolf and Lewis. An
alumnus of Who note is Alexander Armstrong, who would go on to play Reg Arwell in
The Doctor, The Widow and The Wardrobe (2011), having previously voiced Mr Smith in
The Sarah Jane Adventures (2007-2011). Taking Garret Hostel Lane, you’ll then approach
a familiar bridge, where the Doctor and Tom Baker have their confrontation before the
aforementioned bike chase. If you also take the opportunity to look down the river towards
Clare College, you’ll see its bridge, where the Doctor and Romana were seen taking the
opportunity to learn about punting, as well as being kidnapped, temporarily, for the events
of The Five Doctors (1983).
The next section is a bit of a trek, taking you down the Backs, Queen’s Road, and
Sidgwick Avenue to Newnham College. Liz Shaw is perhaps its most famous alumni in the
Whoniverse, while it was also attended by her friend, the aforementioned Jean Baisemore.
Like Jean, Andrew Carl, a cleaner who worked here in The Blue Tooth, was also converted
into a Cyberman, while Liz, under the influence of Cybertechnology, beat up Sergeant
Benton in one of the courts, or quads for the majority of our audience. In our universe,
novelist and critic Una McCormack, author of several Doctor Who and Star Trek novels as
well as non-franchise work, is a graduate of Newnham. Retracing your steps along Sidgwick
Avenue, and across the road to Silver Street, you’ll find St Catharine’s on your left, which
seems to have a history of producing Who villains, including the Great Intelligence (as
portrayed by Ian McKellen in The Snowmen, 2012) and the Sheriff of Nottingham (Ben
Miller in Robot of Sherwood, 2014). As you turn right at the end of the road, you’ll now be
on Trumpington Street, the location of the university dentist in The Blue Tooth who used a
hypnotic waiting room to allow the insertion of cyberconverting fillings. If you then walk
down Botolph Lane, you’ll be going in the opposite direction to the Doctor, just before he
narrowly avoids Chris Parsons coming in the opposite direction. Looking right at the end of
the lane, you’ll see Pembroke College, the alma mater of Philip Hinchcliffe, the last surviving
classic Who producer.
Turn around, and travel up Free School Lane. On the left is Corpus Christi College,
notable primarily for its alumnus Hugh Bonneville, later to play Captain Avery in The Curse
of the Black Spot (2011), while less so for Liz and Jean getting drunk on wine in the court.
Turn left at the end, and enter what is probably the most famous road in Cambridge, King’s
Parade. Here, on the right, you’ll pass the Copper Kettle, where Liz and Jean planned to
meet before the latter’s conversion, while the Doctor cycled down here on the way to St
Cedd’s. Opposite the porter’s lodge of King’s is St Edward’s Passage, which Skagra exits and
subsequently steals the car parked outside.
Head down St Mary’s Passage, Market Hill and Petty Cury, and then turn right. This will
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take you past Christ’s College, which educated Charles Darwin
before he met the Sixth Doctor in Bloodtide (Big Finish, 2001),
before you eventually reach the college you were waiting for–St
Cedd’s, or in this case, Emmanuel College. While you’ll certainly
be aware of the Fourth Doctor visiting Professor Chronotis in
room 314, you may be unaware of the First Doctor dropping in
on him in Cambridge Previsited, a short story published in The
Doctor Who Yearbook 1993. After meeting him in the college
library, he later borrows his copy of Treasure Island, exchanging
it for The Time Machine, without noticing the copy of The
Worshipful and Ancient Law of Gallifrey on the shelf. The Doctor
also took an honorary degree there in 1960, while he previously
met one of its alumni, Lemuel Gulliver, in the Land of Fiction.
We could cross the road to Downing Street and find Downing College, where Terrance
Dicks, most prolific of Doctor Who novelizers and much else, was an undergraduate in the
1950s, but instead we’ll head down Emmanuel Street, towards Cambridge suburbia. The
aforementioned Andrew Carl lived on Grafton Street, near Anglia Ruskin University. The
events of short story Glass (Short Trips, BBC Audio, 1998) took place in an unidentified
Cambridge suburban location, where an escaped mind from Skagra’s orb became trapped in
the glass of a greenhouse, requiring the Doctor and Romana to recapture it before it could
try to force its way into reality.
One final trek will take you to Cambridge’s railway station, allowing you to retrace the
steps of Andrew Carl as a Cyberman before he is found dead on the track, hit by a train.
This line also passes close to Homerton College, the last location of the Varsity Quiz, where
Oxford finally pulled into the lead while Nick Briggs looked on. If you wish to go even
further, you could head to Grantchester, where Skagra’s spaceship was formerly to be found
parked in a field.
Now we’ve finished with the places, there’s just enough time to mention a few more
people. Sarah Jane notes in The Sarah Jane Adventures: The Death of the Doctor (2010)
that Ian and Barbara, now married, are Cambridge professors, while her aunt’s ward,
Brendan, is also a student here in short story Housewarming (included in Decalog 2: Lost
Property, published by Virgin in 1995). Other scientists, including Doctor Lennox from The
Ambassadors of Death (1970), Rachel Jensen from Remembrance of the Daleks, and Anne
Travers from The Web of Fear (1968) were all students here, as was Adelaide Brooke in The
Waters of Mars (2009), who graduated with a first class degree in physics and mathematics.
After this somewhat exhausting tour, we hope this time exploring the world of
Cambridge through the lens of Doctor Who has been enjoyable. There are certainly more
concrete connections with Who in Cambridge than in Oxford, but also a somewhat more
careless attitude to factors like basic geography. With a new series approaching, who knows?
Maybe it’s time for the Doctor to drop back in on one of their alma maters.
The author would like to acknowledge the help of the Cambridge University Doctor Who
Society in puzzling out some of the intricacies of Cambridge geography.
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Cambridge Chronicles

The Blue Tooth and The Sentinels of the New Dawn reviewed

A

s a companion, Liz Shaw is one of many firsts. She’s the first companion in colour, and
the first of the Third Doctor. She was only present for a series, yet has an extensive spinoff
collection, including appearances in novels and various BBV Productions. Of course, the spinoff
kings are Big Finish, and as such, we’ll be taking a look at two of Liz’s appearances for them–The
Blue Tooth and The Sentinels of the New Dawn–both featuring Caroline John.
The Blue Tooth leans towards the technical side of the Pertwee era, where technology is under
the microscope. In this story, presumably inspired by the eponymous technology, the name is
taken rather literally, and as such a dentist is busy converting people into Cybermen. Pertwee
never came up against the Cybermen–his Doctor didn’t even see the Cyberman cameo in Carnival
of Monsters–and The Blue Tooth plays them up, putting them in pride of place on the cover. Here,
they’re pretty good value for money, and manage to put a new spin on a Cybermen tale, even if
the voices used are closer to the new series than those of The Invasion or Revenge of the Cybermen.
As anyone who will have listened to them will testify, Big Finish Cybermen stories account for the
lack of visuals with quite visceral body horror, and is no exception, providing squirm-inducing
lines for the hardened listener. The style of the Companion Chronicles suits this particularly
well, giving more of an insight into the character’s feelings and making the reaction that more
powerful. However, it is also something of a drawback for combat scenes, especially with Liz
being generally removed from the action, and so the ending of the story is a bit of an expository
mess. On the whole, however, especially being from the first batch of the series, it’s a pretty good
incentive to listen to more.
The Sentinels of the New Dawn embraces the more Bondian aspects of the Pertwee era, with
a story comprising boat and helicopter chases, with secret bases to boot. Being from later in
the Chronicles and the wider Big Finish world, it also has more continuity to contend with,
in this case acting as a prequel to a Lost Stories release, Leviathan. While it’s not necessary to
have listened to this story, as was the case with me, I do wonder if you would get more out of it
having done so, particularly at the ending. A jump to the twenty-first century provides a broadly
successful insight into how the most establishment of Doctors responds to populist politics,
though the short length of the story never gives it room to expand like a Main Range release
such as The Fearmonger. It also does a nice line in worldbuilding, with one revelation being that
Tanganyika still exists in this time, even if the accent is perhaps a step too far for Caroline John.
That’s not too say her accents aren’t good otherwise–she does a good brummie, though her
Third Doctor is maybe a little quiet. Arguably, this provides a counterpoint to the bombastic
nature of the rest of the story, which, while not necessarily inspired, is entertaining enough.
Together, both stories help to capture the Pertwee era, be it the dream of the advanced
near-future or conspiracies in a bureaucratic world. While I would advocate The Blue Tooth over
The Sentinels of the New Dawn, their short length means neither overstays their welcome, and so
are worth a listen if you come across them.		
James Ashworth

Back for the Fifth Anniversary Showdown, two
WhoSocs battle it out in...

The 2019 Varsity Quiz
by James Ashworth and Robin Bunce
On Saturday 11 May 2019, the
WhoSocs of Oxford and Cambridge
gathered for their annual battle of
wits. However, it was to be no ordinary
contest. Cambridge, having won the
quiz in its first two incarnations, had
been on a losing streak, leading to the
overall series tied two all between the
societies. Furthermore, to celebrate
the fifth anniversary, the quiz was
to be hosted by none other than
Nicholas Briggs, voice of the Daleks/
Cybermen/Zygon/pretty much every
major monster (delete as appropriate).
There was even a trophy at stake! As
a result, the tension was palpable
as the Oxford and Cambridge teams
gathered in front of an audience
inside Homerton College. Would
Oxford take the lead for the first time,
or would Cambridge return to the top
of the league? After the pleasantries
had concluded, the quiz began...

Doctors 1-4

1. The actor behind which companion
knocked themselves out by running
into a tree during their first story?
2. Which missing episode was shown
on an often missing day?
3. Which story first mentions a mind
probe?
4. Which story saw both actors who’ve
played Craddock appear together?
5. In The Sontaran Experiment, how
many survivors were there initially

WhoSoc Varsity Quiz Scoreboard
2015
Cambridge 41 – Oxford 34
2016
Cambridge 68.5 – Oxford 59.5
2017
Cambridge 57 – Oxford 62
2018
Cambridge 43 – Oxford 44

WhoSoc Varsity Quiz League

Cambridge 2 - Oxford 2
from the GalSec ship?
6. Paddy Russell was the first
female director on Doctor Who. The
Underwater Menace was directed by
the second, but what was her name?
7. The Fourth Doctor’s Twitch Trailer
was changed part way through the
initial marathon. As such, name both
the stories that featured at the start of
each
8. What accident happened to a drunk
Yeti during filming of The Abominable
Snowmen?

Image Credits:
Blackboard - Pixabay - Pexels License - https://www.pexels.com/photo/background-black-blackboard-board-159770/
Laurels: Clker-Free-Vector-Images - Pixabay License - https://pixabay.com/vectors/laurel-wreath-design-decoration-48095/
Scroll: anjawbk - Pixabay License - https://pixabay.com/illustrations/scroll-paper-old-paper-3069306/
Cambridge and Oxford Teams - Robin Bunce
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Insufficient Data, Master - You will
be presented with a week’s worth of
episodes, with the dates of broadcast
removed. Name the date that starts
the week:
The Slave Traders, Terror of the Autons 3
Spearhead from Space 3, The Brain Of
Morbius 3, Warrior’s Gate 3
The Expedition, The Krotons 4, Robot 4
Invasion of the Dinosaurs 2, (Shada Part 1)
The Enemy of the World 5, The Three
Doctors 4, The Armageddon Factor 1
The Underwater Menace 2, Underworld 3,
The Abandoned Planet, Day Of The
Daleks 4, The Face Of Evil 4
Fury from the Deep 2, The Monster Of
Peladon 1
Frontier in Space 5
The Macra Terror 3, The Sea Devils 5
The Bomb, The Talons Of Weng Chiang 5
The Lion, The Claws Of Axos 3
Mighty Kublai Khan, The Ambassadors
Of Death 2
The Space Pirates 4, Genesis of the
Daleks 4

Doctors 5-8

1. Which contemporary Doctor,
companion and Master all have the
same birthday?
2. What was the title of Robert
Holmes’s planned twentieth
anniversary story, parts of which he
later reused for The Two Doctors?
3. What is the name of the band
featuring composer Keff McCulloch
that appears in Delta and the
Bannermen?
4. What is the name of the substance
that prevented the Vanir from
contracting Lazar’s Disease?
5. How effective, according to his final
estimate, is the security of Hindle’s
City in Kinda?
6. Rounded to the nearest whole
number, how much longer is the TV
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movie than The Night of the Doctor?
7. Which actor, well known for an
animated series and appearing in
animated form in a Second Doctor
story, was originally scheduled to
appear as Striker in Enlightenment?
8. Broadcast between Series TwentyTwo and Twenty-Three, give either of
the months during which Slipback was
broadcast?
9. Name any actor who was in the final
auditions for the role of the Eighth
Doctor according to Regeneration, and
appeared in either the classic or new
series
10. Ghost Light was the last story to be
filmed in the classic series. But which
characters featured in the final scene
that was filmed?

Books and Comics

1. Dimensions in Time saw EastEnders
and Doctor Who cross over for the
second time. The show had previously
crossed over in the DWM short story
Mistaken Identity, but how many years
was this before Dimensions?
2. Which two consecutive New
Adventures have the same name,
etymologically speaking?
3. Harry Sullivan’s War by Ian Marter
is the only book by an actor of a
companion/friend of the Doctor to
feature that character. Another, called
The Killing Stone, was planned, but
who would the author have been?
4. Which unofficial Doctor was to
star in Lawrence Miles’s proposed
book The War, in which they would
fight the Enemy alongside classic
sitcom characters like Norman Stanley
Fletcher from Porridge and Captain
Mainwaring from Dad’s Army?
5. What alien species is Frobisher,
companion of the Sixth and Seventh
Doctors?
6. In Blood Heat, which of the Third

Doctor’s stories had a different
outcome, leading to the creation of a
parallel universe?
7. How many times during the Eighth
Doctor Adventures does the Doctor
lose his memory?
8. Which author, later to win the
Women’s Prize for Fiction for
The Power, wrote the New Series
Adventure Borrowed Time?
9. Located in Gloucestershire, Norfolk,
Hampshire or Mummerset depending on
source, what is the name of the recurring
village throughout DWM comics?
10. Which classic series companion
sacrifices themselves to defeat the
Cybermen in The World Shapers?

Spinoffs and spoofs

1. How long does the Master spend in
the sewer in The Curse Of Fatal Death?
2. An alternate version of which Series
One character was to recur in Rose
Tyler: Earth Defence?
3. It may be 100% organic, but what
percentage of people is Bubble Shock
ineffective on?
4. Name two of the three companions
the Doctor meets in The Ultimate
Adventure stage play
5. Based on a comic drawn by Dave
Gibbons, which recently adapted Big
Finish audio is based on the first comic
in what is now Doctor Who Magazine?
6. Name either of the two episodes of
the Sarah Jane Adventures that Trinity
Wells appears in
7. Taking place in the same time and
place as Thin Ice, but with the First
Doctor, Steven and Vicki, what is the
first of Big Finish’s Companion Chronicles called?
8. The first episode of the K9 TV series
was broadcast in Australia on the
same day of which episode of Doctor
Who?
9. In Adrift, what caused Jonah to
scream for twenty hours a day?
10. What is the name of Tanya’s dad in
Class?

The TARDIS

Give the first story this console part
made its first appearance in:
1. Immobiliser Circuit
2. Landing Indicator Bulb
3. Chameleon Circuit Control Panel
4. Randomiser
5. TARDIS Information System
6. Transmission Jammer
7. Stattenheim Control
Give the Medium, and which Doctor’s
era, this room of the TARDIS was first
introduced with
8. TARDIS Zoo
9. TARDIS Cheese Factory
10. TARDIS Kitchen
11. TARDIS Drawing Room
12. TARDIS Laboratory

Monsters

1. According to the classic series, the
Sontarans have ONE major weakness.
Name all THREE
2. The 1966 film Dr. Who and the Daleks
shows the Dalek City decorated by lava
lamps. In which television story do the
Cybermen encounter lava lamps?
3. Daleks tend to have fifty-six
hemispheres on their skirts. Which
story from the classic series featured a
Dalek with only fifty-two hemispheres
on its skirt?
4. One of the costumes created for
the Axos monster was reused in a
subsequent story. Which story was
this, and what was the most obvious
way in which the costume had been
modified?
5. Which creature, featured in the First
Doctor’s second season, is sometimes
considered to be Doctor Who’s ‘first
monster’, as it is neither robotic nor
humanoid? It was described in the
original script as being ‘like a huge
black jelly fish.’
6. Other than a Dalek and a Cyberman,
which TWO monsters were among the
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first ten products released as part of the
Dapol Doctor Who action figure range?
7. Between The Smugglers (1965) and
Survival (1989) how many Doctor Who
stories contained the word ‘Monster’ or
‘Monsters’ in the title?
8. Which rare metal does the Doctor
use to kill the Vervoids in the penultimate
serial of The Trial of a Time Lord?
9. The Monster of Peladon was the
final Ice Warrior story of the classic
series. There were plans to bring the
Ice Warriors back in 1986 and again
in 1990. What were the titles of these
TWO unmade stories?
10. In which London Underground
Station are Colonel LethbridgeStewart’s forces first attacked by Yeti in
the The Web of Fear?

Oxford, Cambridge and
other Universities

1. The Doctor has a medical degree.
Where, according to the Second
Doctor, did he study medicine, and
in what year does he claim to have
completed his degree?
2. The Doctor occasionally visits
St. Cedd’s College, University of
Cambridge to see his friend Professor
Urban Chronotis. Which Cambridge
college was used for the exterior shots
of St Cedd’s during the filming of
Shada, and which Cambridge college
inspired Douglas Adam’s conception of
St Cedd’s?
3. Which actor, who played the role
of Dr Who, appeared in the 1944 film
The New School, promoting Homerton
College, Cambridge?
4. At which fictional university did the
Twelfth Doctor work as a professor
during his final Season? And which real
university was used for the location
filming?
5. Before leaving Gallifrey, the Doctor
graduated from the Time Lord Acade12 • The Tides of Time 44 • Christmas 2019

my. This question has four parts, you
need to get THREE of the parts correct
to win the point:
(i) Which Academy chapter was the
Doctor part of? (ii) what class was he
in? (iii) what mark did he get? (iv) how
many attempts did it take him to pass?
6. Before meeting the Doctor,
Perpugilliam Brown was an American
college student. What subject was she
majoring in, and where was she studying?
7. What is River Song’s doctorate in,
and which university is it from?
8. What is the title of the thesis that the
Doctor says he wants to write in the
first episode of The Trial of a Time Lord?
9. During the 1996 Doctor Who film,
from which academic institution is the
Doctor forced to borrow an atomic
clock?
10. Allison Williams, assistant to
Professor Rachel Jensen, wears a
college scarf during her appearance
in Remembrance of the Daleks. Which
Oxford or Cambridge college does the
scarf represent?

Doctors 9-12

1. Of the twenty-seven episodes of
Doctor Who written by Russell T. Davies
between 2005 and 2010, how many
passed the Bechdel Test? I will accept
a number out of twenty-seven, or a
percentage (+/-5%)
2. Of the twenty-one episodes of
Doctor Who written by Steven Moffat
between 2005 and 2014, how many
passed the Bechdel Test? I will accept
a number out of 21, or a percentage
(+/-5%)
3. We first meet Rose’s father in the
episode Father’s Day. What is his name?
4. We first meet Martha’s mother in the
episode Smith and Jones. What is her
name?
5. Between 2005 and 2009, as part
of British operations in Afghanistan,

Specialist Team Royal Engineers (Water
Development) dug twenty-eight
wells near Camp Bastion in Helmand
Province. How many wells did Danny
Pink claim to have dug during his stint
as a soldier in Afghanistan?
6. Excluding the shirt worn in The
Eleventh Hour, The Eleventh Doctor
wore shirts of two designs during
Season Five. The shirts were slightly
modified designs by a well known
designer. Name that designer
7. In 2014 the BBC announced that the
Twelfth Doctor would be wearing DM
boots as part of his costume. This was
incorrect. Which company designed
the brogue boot worn by the Twelfth
Doctor in his first photo call?
8. Which Doctor said of himself “I am
definitely a madman with a box!”,
and in which episode did he use this
phrase?
9. Which Doctor said of himself, ‘I am
an idiot! With a box . . . ‘, and in which
episode did he use this phrase?
10. In The Zygon Inversion the Zygon rebels make a viral video setting out their
demands. They begin, “We have been
betrayed. We were sold. Our rights
were violated. We demand the right to
be ourselves.” What two phrases complete their message?

The Thirteenth Doctor

1. What are the Thirteenth Doctor’s first
words?
2. How many distinct bands of colour
make up the rainbow that runs
horizontally across the Thirteenth
Doctor’s top in her first photoshoot?
3. In Resolution the Thirteenth Doctor
wears a stripy scarf. Which well-known
designer designed the scarf?
4. Which actor, who had been offered
the role of the Doctor by Russell T
Davies but turned it down as he didn’t
want to move to Wales, played James I

of England in The Witchfinders?
5. In the 1973’s Frontier in Space the
Doctor and his companion visited a
brutalist building uncannily similar
to London’s Southbank Centre. The
Doctor and her companions visit
another brutalist masterpiece in
Arachnids in the UK. Name that building
6. Jodie Whittaker was playing a nurse,
masquerading as a doctor, in the TV
show Trust Me when she was cast as
the Doctor. What was the name of the
doctor she played?
7. Which episode in Series Eleven did not
end with the Doctor Who theme tune?
8. Demons of the Punjab was set on the
border of India and Pakistan. Where
was it filmed?
9. Who wrote the incidental music for
Series Eleven of Doctor Who?
10. The Thirteenth Doctor’s TARDIS
has a different exterior from that of
previous Doctors. How many designers
have designed the TARDIS exterior
from scratch? (Modifications, such as
those made to the First Doctor’s TARDIS
before The War Machines, don’t count.)

History and Politics

1. Interviewed in May 1997, shortly
before the general election, Prime
Minister John Major revealed his
favourite Doctor. Who was John Major’s
favourite Doctor?
2. Interviewed in May 1997, shortly
before the General Election, soon to be
Prime Minister Tony Blair revealed his
favourite Doctor. Who was Tony Blair’s
favourite Doctor?
3. The Sun Makers, transmitted in 1977,
features a character known as the
Collector. Which contemporary British
politician was the Collector based on?
4.Which villain, encountered by the
Seventh Doctor, was inspired by
Margaret Thatcher?
5. Which former Conservative MP
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appeared in a commercial endorsing
Harold Saxon for Prime Minister?
6. One of the Labour Party’s 2010 party
election broadcasts featured a former
Doctor, and the son of a former Doctor.
Name both
7. In 2013 YouGov asked British voters
about Doctor Who. It found that
UKIP voters were extremely keen on
the Doctor being played by a white,
straight, English man. According to
that opinion poll, supporters of which
UK political party are most interested
in Doctor Who?
8. According to the same poll,
supporters of which UK political party
are least interested in Doctor Who?
9. ...and supporters of which UK
political party (who were also
interested in Doctor Who) had most
antipathy to Sylvester McCoy’s Doctor?
10. ...and supporters of which UK
political party (who were also
interested in Doctor Who) were most
enthusiastic about David Tennant’s
Doctor?

Crossovers

1. The space suit worn by the astronaut
in The Tenth Planet was later used in
the original Star Wars trilogy. Which
character wore it and in which film?
2. Which Doctor was eaten at The
Restaurant at the End of the Universe?

3. What creature, from a well known
film franchise, does the Doctor
examine briefly in Mindwarp, the
second serial of The Trial of a Time Lord?
4. Which actor, who played a Doctor
Who companion, previously starred as
“Sir Lancelot” in the TV series of that
name?
5. Which two actors who played
characters central to Blake’s 7 appeared
in Colin Baker’s first full season?
6. Double Negative, a special effects
firm, were employed to work on Series
Eleven. What sci-fi blockbuster had
they made their name on back in 2017?
7. What is the name of the eight-issue
limited series comic book written by
Scott and David Tipton, in which the
Eleventh Doctor meets Star Trek: The
Next Generation?
8. Which character from The Big
Bang Theory wears a Fourth Doctor
costume during the New Year’s Eve
party in the episode The Justice League
Recombination?
9. During Voyage of the Damned, the
antagonist Max Capricorn, stutters over
his name “Max”. Which 80s TV icon is
being referenced?
10. H.G. Wells’ books The Time Machine
and The War of the Worlds occasionally
feature in the Doctor’s onscreen
adventures. Name two episodes in
which either novel appear on screen.

Patrick
Troughton
Splinx

Timelash
The Daleks

Paperback
Writer
Adrian

Thomas

The Empty
Child
Toby

Michael

Dennis Spooner Beep

Wolsey

Edmund

Black Orchid

An Unearthly
Child

Word Grid 1 : Try it online at: http://www.puzzgrid.com/grid/19129
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Arboretans

Pepin

Mawdryn

Sinned

Ludens

Isobel’s Wall

A Play

Hydroflax

Hular

Time Lords

Edna

A Helicopter

Kastrians

Erimemushinte- A TV Channel
perem

Crage

Word Grid 2 : Try it online at: http://www.puzzgrid.com/grid/19130

For a contest with such stakes on the line, you would’ve expected it to be a
close race, reminiscent of the nailbiting tiebreak conclusion to the last quiz. On
the day however, this was not to be. Despite an early lead by Cambridge, Oxford
overtook within the first couple of rounds, and led them for the rest of the quiz.
By the time the scores were announced, Cambridge had mustered only 29
points to Oxford’s 55. Oxford pulled ahead of Cambridge for the first time in
Varsity Quiz history, and became the first owners of the Trophy of Rassilon. Will
we be able to keep up this streak? Find out in 2020!
Doctors 1-4

Answers

1. Katy Manning 2. Marco Polo Ep 2 (The
Singing Sands) 3. The Space Pirates 4. The
Wheel in Space
5. Nine 6. Julia Smith 7. Logopolis and The
Horns Of Nimon 8. He fell off the side of the
mountain! (and survived) 9. 16 Jan-22 Jan
10. 23 March-29 March

Doctors 5-8
1. Sophie Aldred, Sylvester McCoy and
Anthony Ainley (20 August) 2. The Six
Doctors (The First Doctor was a robot
double) 3. The Lorells 4. Hydromel 5. One
billion trillion trillion percent (or more,
perhaps) 6. 12(.47) 7. Peter Sallis 8. July
and August 1985 9. Classic: Jason Connery
(Vengeance on Varos), Jonathon Morris
(Snakedance), Christopher Villiers (The King’s
Demons, also Mummy on the Orient Express),
Marcus Gilbert (Battlefield)

SJA: Nigel Havers (The Wedding of Sarah Jane
Smith)
New: Anthony Head (School Reunion),
Tim McInnerny (Planet of the Ood),
Liam Cunningham (Cold War) and John
Sessions (Mummy on the Orient Express) 10.
Gwendoline and Mrs Pritchard

Books and Comics
1. Two 2. Timewyrm Apocalypse and
Timewyrm Revelation-Apocalypse is derived
from Revelation
3. Richard Franklin 4. Joanna Lumley’s
Thirteenth Doctor 5. A whifferdill 6. The
Silurians 7. Four (not including the one
on TV, and there’s more in the audios!) 8.
Naomi Alderman 9. Stockbridge 10. Jamie
McCrimmon

Spinoffs and Spoofs
1. 936 years 2. Adam Mitchell 3. Two Percent
4. Jason, Crystal and Zog 5. The Iron Legion 6.
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Revenge of the Slitheen/Secrets of the Stars 7.
Frostfire 8. The Eleventh Hour 9. Looking into
the heart of a dark star 10. Jasper

The TARDIS
1. The Edge of Destruction 2. The Web of Fear
3. Logopolis 4. The Armageddon Factor 5.
Castrovalva 6. Earthshock 7. The Two Doctors
8. Comic (Changes, DWM)- Sixth Doctor, 9.
Comic (The Adventures of Strax & the Time
Shark, DWA)- Twelfth Doctor, 10. Shada
- Fourth Doctor, 11. Game (TARDIS, The Adventure Games) - Eleventh Doctor, 12. Novel
(Echo, Short Trips) - Seventh Doctor

Monsters
1. Striking their probic vent, coronic acid
and removing the Terullian diode bypass
transformer from their energy feeding unit
2. The Wheel in Space 3. The Evil of the Daleks
4. The Seeds of Doom - It had been sprayed
green 5. Slythers 6. Tetrap and Sea Devil 7.
Three 8. Vionesium 9. Mission to Magnus and
Ice Time 10. Holborn

Oxford, Cambridge and other
Universities
1. Glasgow University, 1888 2. Emmanuel

College, St John’s College 3. Peter Cushing
4. St Luke’s University in Bristol, Cardiff
University
5. (i) Prydonian chapter, (ii) Class of ‘92, (iii)
51%, (iv) he passed on his second attempt
6. Botany, California State University 7.
Archaeology, Luna University 8. Ancient
Life on Ravalox 9. San Francisco Institute of
Technological Advancement and Research
10. Girton College, Cambridge

Doctors 9-12
1. 89% (24/27) 2. 57% (12/21) 3. Pete Tyler
4. Francine Jones 5. 23 6. Paul Smith 7. The
British Boot Company 8. Eleventh Doctor,
The Eleventh Hour
9. Twelfth Doctor, Death in Heaven 10. All
traitors will die. Truth or consequences.’

The Thirteenth Doctor
1. ‘Oh brilliant!’ 2. Twelve 3. Paul Smith 4.
Alan Cumming 5. The Parkhill Estate 6. Dr
Ally Sutton
7. Rosa 8. Spain 9. Segun Akinola 10. Seven
(1. Peter Brachacki 2. Barry Newbery 3. Tom
Yardley Jones 4. Richard Hudolin 5. Colin
Richmond 6. Michael Pickwoad 7. Arwel Wyn

2019 Champions
Three wins to date

The Oxford Team (L-R): Rebecca Aspin, Ian Bayley, Michael Goldsmith, Mark Learey, Peter Lewin-Jones
(Captain), James Ashworth (Quizwriter), Nicholas Briggs (Quizmaster), Rogan Clark, Rory Salt, Bethany
Kinderman, Philip Holdridge and Dahria Kuyser
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Jones)
1. William Hartnell 2. Jon Pertwee 3. Denis
Healey
4. Helen A 5. Ann Widdecombe 6. David
Tennant, Sean Pertwee 7. Liberal Democrats
8. UKIP 9. Conservative 10. Conservative

Cats/cat-like creatures: Wolsey (VNAs),
Thomas (Kincade Brannigan, Gridlock),
Splinx (Doctor Who and the Mines of
Terror), Beep the Meep (comics various)
Portray alternate Doctors: Toby
(Jones), Michael (Jayston), Edmund
(Warwick), Adrian (Gibbs)

Crossovers

Word Grid 2

1. Bossk, The Empire Strikes Back 2. Peter
Davison
3. A xenomorph (the alien from the film
Alien) 4. William Russell 5. Jacqueline Pearce
and Paul Darrow 6. Blade Runner 2049 7.
Assimilation2
8. Stuart 9. Max Headroom 10. Frontier in
Space; The TV Movie; Shada

Bad Wolf cameos: Isobel’s Wall
(The Invasion), a play (The Doctor’s
Daughter), a TV channel (The Long
Game), a helicopter (Dalek)
Multiple lives: Time Lords (various),
Arboretans (Festival of Death),
Mawdryn (Mawdryn Undead), Kastrians
(The Hand of Fear)
Characters who die in The Woman
Who Fell To Earth: Rahul (Hular), Dean
(Edna), Dennis (Sinned), Grace (Crage)
Monarchs in Who: Pepin (The Holy
Terror), Ludens (Nightmare in Silver),
Hydroflax (The Husbands of River Song),
Erimemushinteperem (Big Finishes
various)

History and Politics

Word Grid 1
Seconds in Doctor Who: Patrick
Troughton (Doctor), Paperback Writer
(Beatles song), Dennis Spooner (script
editor), The Daleks (serial)
London 1965-First Doctor’s first story,
Ninth Doctor’s ninth, etc: An Unearthly
Child, The Empty Child, Timelash, Black
Orchid

The Varsity Quiz returns in 2020!

Runners Up 2019
Two wins to date

The Cambridge Team (L-R): Robin Bunce (Quizwriter), David Lever, Thomas Musgrove, Kieran Kejiou
(Captain), Sam Leonard, Nicholas Briggs (Quizmaster), Sam Davies, Max Curtis, an Unknown Auton, Millie
Garner, Emilia Ames
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Doing it for the kids

William Shaw welcomes the first Doctor Who novel by David Solomons
and its address of the child audience

I

t is perhaps a mark of the strangely
blinkered nature of Doctor Who fandom,
that the prospect of ‘a Doctor Who book
for kids’ seems counter-intuitive. With the
BBC Books line dominated by writers who’ve
been knocking about since the 90s, with photomontage covers suggesting a mild embarrassment
at being prose rather than bona fide television,
it’s easy to lose sight of the fact that the primary
audience for Doctor Who, in all media, is kids.
In this context, The Secret in Vault 13 comes as
something of a surprise. Written by screenwriter
and children’s author David Solomons, notable
for the My Brother is a Superhero series, with a
cover by children’s author and illustrator Laura
Ellen Anderson, The Secret in Vault 13 positions
itself unambiguously as children’s fiction. (To
The Secret inVault 13 by David
the point where I first found it in the ‘Children’s
Solomons, published by BBC
8-12’ section of Waterstone’s, rather than shunted
Children’s Books, October 2018.
Cover by Laura Ellen Anderson
awkwardly at the end of the ‘Science Fiction and
Fantasy’ section alongside Molten Heart and The
Good Doctor). To some extent this appearance is misleading; beneath its shiny cover
lies a work every bit as fannish as the excesses of Panini Comics. But there also lies a
witty, fast-paced and imaginative children’s adventure story, and a breath of fresh air
for Doctor Who’s literary output.
The book’s structure is largely episodic, with an overarching save-the-universe
plot facilitating a host of smaller adventures. The first chapter (charmingly titled
‘Diddly-dum Diddly-dum Woo-woo’) introduces the TARDIS fam cleverly
deposing an evil space dictator, before Graham’s potted plant delivers a message for
the Doctor from the Gardeners of Tellus. Our heroes travel to the Gardeners’ world,
where the native sentient tree-people tell them the prophecy of the mysterious
Vault 13, which contains a deadly weapon sought by the villainous Nightshade. Our
heroes must recover the three keys to the vault, scattered across time and space,
before the Vault is opened and Nightshade can use its contents to ‘turn the soil’ and
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wipe out all life in the universe.
The setup here invokes classic Doctor
Who quest narratives like The Keys of
Marinus or The Ghost Monument (and
the book even references the Key to
Time). But in tone and style the book is
most reminiscent of classic TV Comic or
Doctor Who Adventures comic strips. Like
those strips, the book has a great sense
of forward momentum, rapidly changing
location every few chapters as it romps
through a series of madcap set-pieces well
beyond a television budget. Also like those
strips, this results in a series of captivating
The original TARDIS fam? The Doctor, John
and Gillian as drawn by John Canning for
images and scenarios, from a giant mole
TV Comic Annual (1966)
lurking beneath Kensington to a mad
boarding school in outer space, none of
which stays long enough to wear out its welcome. Even as parts of the book slow
down to allow character beats or more introspective moments, none of them stick
around long enough to bore a younger audience.
This profusion of cool images contributes to a larger strength of the book, which
is its distinctly child’s-eye view of a Doctor Who adventure. The inclusion of gadgets
like a Google Home-style holographic Doctor (activated by saying ‘Okay, Doctor’)
and the characterisation of Graham as making ‘Dad jokes’ feel like elements which
will delight a tech-and-internet-savvy children’s audience, while the chapters
dealing with an evil boarding school (‘where graduation means death’!) tap into
more primal childhood fears. The detail that the pupils are controlled with school
ties that tighten and choke them if they disobey orders feels perfectly calibrated to
resonate with rebellious kids, as does the depiction of the school’s robot nurse, M8Tron. At one point M8-Tron dopes Ryan in a scene that will hit close to home for
any child who has attempted to pull a sickie:
Ryan attempted to break free, but M8-Tron’s grip was too strong.
He tried a different approach, attempting to protest that he felt fine
actually, but all that came out was a gurgle. He could only watch as
a drawer slid out of the robot’s middle, and two more arms dipped
into it then reappeared. One held a large brown bottle, the other a
silver spoon. The robot carefully measured out a dose of gloopy pink
liquid, then raised the spoon. There was the whir of actuators, and
Ryan felt metal fingers prise his lips apart.
“Open wide.’’
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While scenes like these will undoubtedly resonate with kids, there are also a
number of satirical touches to please the adult reader. Particularly memorable are
the chapters set in Kensington, where Graham reflects that ‘Half of the houses
round the square were empty, their international owners rarely there to occupy
them. They were investments, not places to live.’ These initial barbs give way to the
revelation that the square is run by a Wicker Man-style cult, which makes human
sacrifices in the name of ‘splendid houses... affordable council tax, convenient
residents’ parking, and the wonderful amenities of the borough.’ It seems that
alongside the madcap fun of Doctor Who Adventures, Solomons has added a touch
of the early 2000AD-inflected Doctor Who Magazine strips.
On top of these satirical antics, the book includes a number of touches for the
adult reader that one could call fanwank, were it not too rude for any children
who might be reading. This is partly on the level of references; the aforementioned
cult is led by a ‘Mr Delgado’, and there are explicit references to The Leisure Hive,
An Unearthly Child, and a bevy of recurring monsters. But beyond these simple
references, entire sequences feel consciously recycled from the show’s past, such
as when Yaz is involved in a Virgin New Adventures-style odyssey through the
mind of the TARDIS. While the occasional off-hand reference can provide a cute
Easter egg, the more allusive sections are probably the book’s major flaw. The story
includes a needless detour to Coal Hill School, and the entire chapter Yaz spends
running through a corridor while a TARDIS construct of Ryan simply lists old
monsters is easily the weakest part of the book.
But while Solomons perhaps gets a bit too wrapped up in the letter of the old
show, he pleasingly remembers the educational spirit of the early series. The book
concludes with a visit to the Svalbard Global Seed Vault, and provides a few titbits
to prompt the curious reader to hit Google once the book is done. This is a savvy
move, echoing similar moments in Series Eleven such as the endings of Rosa and
(to a lesser extent) Demons of the
Punjab, and indicating that for all its
madcap comic book antics, The Secret
in Vault 13 belongs firmly to Doctor
Who as it lives now. And, indeed,
continues to live; the book ends on
a cliffhanger, seemingly promising
further adventures to come. While
the beat itself might feel anticlimactic,
it is hard not to relish the prospect
of more adventures in this delightful
flavour of Doctor Who prose.

The Svalbard Global Seed Vault. Image by Martyn
Smith, 2014. https://flic.kr/p/qtwkEm (CC BY-2.0)
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Never the Bride

Nothing to do with Donna Noble, The Runaway is Doctor Who’s first virtual
reality experience, downloadable free from the official website, anticipating
the commercial release of a full-length ‘cinematic’ game from a different
team later in the year. Representing different levels of experience here are
reviewers Filip Wieland and Georgia Harper
“The franchise is perfect for this sort of experimentation”
he BBC is one of the few places where great designers actually work on
some very interesting and fun design challenges, and I feel like The Runaway
has been one of them. I suspect the brief for this project was “It’ll have Jodie Whittaker
in it and it has to run on everything,” and it really does–according to the BBC blog post
announcing the title, the experience works with both PC-based and self-contained
systems. There is even a version that removes the interaction and plays as a 360 degree
video, although it strikes me as odd that they haven’t just uploaded it to YouTube, adding support for Google Cardboard-style viewing. I played the interactive version on the
Oculus Rift S.
The experience itself is actually really fun! You play as an alien whom the Doctor has
rescued from a “space vehicle collision,” explaining your limited ability to move, and
you help her bring a young energy being back to their parents, while avoiding being
destroyed by a particularly nasty version of space police, the SPUDs. The story and jokes
are delightfully Doctor Who-ish, and Jodie’s voice acting is really good. I loved that one
of the main themes of the experience was calming down. The story concludes when the
runaway child is reunited with their parents, and the Doctor offers to take the player
home… but not before asking them whether they’d like to go on a trip in the TARDIS.
However, it remains to be seen whether there are more Doctor Who VR experiences
planned.
The stylised graphics work very well in this experience, and I suspect they also help
make it more accessible to people on different systems. The only thing I didn’t really
like was the Doctor’s character model–I think even with the limitations of the lowerend target systems, the team could have done a better job, especially given the talent
available. It’s not Jodie doing the motion capture–but you couldn’t tell at first blush.
A minor but very delightful detail in the experience is when the Kerblam! box makes
an appearance–apparently the Doctor likes to keep her random junk in it, which does
come in handy in the sequence where you have to present the objects to the child
energy orb in order to get it to calm down. In that sequence, you’re instructed to not
touch the objects yourself, but use the sonic screwdriver to interact with them–a
brilliant workaround for some of the design problems in the experience. Consider this:

T
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the interactive version has to
work with at least three different
types of controller, and has to be
easily operated by people with no
prior exposure to VR. Making all
interactions work with a single
button might not fly in a game
that explicitly targets Oculus
systems, but it’s definitely much
more portable across different
VR systems, and does not require
the user to be familiar with the
The Doctor, as she appears in The Runaway
controller before embarking on a
thirteen-minute experience in a public library when the BBC VR van rolls up.
However, those limitations do mean that the interactive version is still somewhat
limited in its interactivity. You are mostly a spectator, taking in the TARDIS interior (and
seeing just how difficult that set must have been to film on!) and occasionally playing
minigames–I did like the TARDIS flying sequence where you try to thread your way
through a very dense debris field. I definitely want to see more Doctor Who VR games in
the future–the franchise is perfect for this sort of experimentation, and I would love to
see what the BBC VR team can come up with if their brief was “okay, now make an actual
game.” I will be awaiting The Edge Of Time eagerly. 			
Filip Wieland

“How do I let go of the rocket?!”

T

he Runaway was my first VR experience–unless you count playing with the
Oculus Rift S tutorials beforehand and being a bit scared to try and pick
up the cube because I would somehow actually do it–so it’s fair to say I was a
bit more easily impressed. Finding myself in an animated TARDIS console with an
animated Jodie Whittaker was, in itself, pretty mind-blowing.
Available for free and coming in at around the ten-minute mark, The Runaway seems
to be intended as more of a demo and is designed to be compatible with a range of
headsets–and it’s important for the BBC’s first forays into VR to be made as widely
available as possible. That said, having just spent lots of time in the Oculus tutorial
grabbing objects, it was strange to suddenly be limited to pointing at them (dealt with
in The Runaway with the Doctor’s trusty sonic screwdriver). I found that you couldn’t
even move very far before you’re out of bounds and the screen goes blank, although
again perhaps I’m just unused to the system – it would have been amazing to get to see
the full TARDIS console!
The experience opens with you waking up in the TARDIS after a collision with Volta,
a baby energy orb which will explode and take the TARDIS with it if it gets too agitated.
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Your task is to assist the Doctor in reuniting Volta with its
parents while defending it from the SPUDS, some kind of
space police unit who intend to destroy it. As someone who
ended up screaming “HOW DO I LET GO OF THE ROCKET?!”
at poor Filip during the Oculus tutorial because I’d clenched
my fists over the grab button, the theme of staying calm was
really rather helpful–as I can imagine it will be for many firsttimers!
The interactive element of The Runaway consists of three
Volta, the young alien
short games, the first of which is flying the TARDIS through
an asteroid belt–when I was told I’d need to fly the TARDIS I was kind of hoping to pull
some levers at the console, and it took me a little while to figure out what I was actually
doing (moving a TARDIS-shaped cursor). From there, though, the rest of the game was
basically intuitive – bringing objects (stored in a Kerblam!-branded box, which is a nice
touch) to Volta to soothe it, and finally transferring some of that excess energy into the
TARDIS’ time rotor.
I really enjoyed this–it’s great for Who fans who are just keen to play at being a
companion for a little while and don’t particularly want to spend ages getting to grips
with controls before stepping into the TARDIS. The Edge of Time looks as if it will be much
more hands-on–I can’t wait to see how the concept builds! 		
Georgia Harper

Doctor Who: The Runaway (Innerspace VR for Passion Pictures/BBC, 2019)
Starring Jodie Whittaker as the Doctor
Written by Victoria Asare-Archer. Directed by Mathias Chelebourg. Animation by Kombo.
Motion capture by Mocaplab. Music by Segun Akinola. Sound design by Guillaume
Moutardier
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Clara splinters

and where to find them
“Sometimes it’s like I’ve lived a thousand lives in a thousand places.
I’m born, I live, I die. And always, there’s the Doctor.”
– Clara, The Name of the Doctor
A research dossier by James Ashworth, director-general, Splinter Watch

C

lara Oswald. The Impossible Girl. Appearing in a variety of guises
throughout the Doctor’s life, helping them in a variety of ways, we
already know some of her many guises. Be it Oswin Oswald, deleting him
from the Daleks’ Pathweb, or her barmaid doppelganger in Victorian London, these
established splinters already enjoy fame and recognition from fandom. But what of
the other, lesser known splinters appearing across a variety of other productions?
While we’re yet to learn just why Amy Pond is masquerading as a blue cyborg in
Guardians of the Galaxy, we do know that these Clara splinters must be saving the
Doctor, somehow. Here, therefore, is a spotters guide to a few of these lesser known
splinters, just in case you should encounter one in the wild…

Alias: Lydia Wickham
Date: June 1803
Location: Pemberley
How she saved the Doctor: Appearing in

a Pemberley somewhat different from that
of Jane Austen’s, it is therefore most likely that
this is not the original Pemberley at all, but a
construction within the Land of Fiction, created by the
Master (not that one). After adventures in the Doctor’s second
(The
Mind Robber) and seventh (Conundrum, Head Games)
incarnations, it
seems likely that this Clara splinter deemed it necessary to adopt an identity within
the Land, to ensure that it does not encroach into our world again. The documentary
featuring this splinter, Death Comes to Pemberley, indicates that this splinter is still
committed to finding justice by hunting for the killer, suggesting that though she may
be fictional, Clara’s personality still comes through. Furthermore, her adoption of the
identity of a Jane Austen character is telling, and perhaps provides the source of the
original Clara’s obsession with the author, as a leftover memory from this splinter’s
time in the Land of Fiction. If seen, assume you yourself are in the Land of Fiction, and
avoid falling into pre-written traps.
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Alias: Victoria, By the Grace of God, of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland Queen,
Defender of the Faith, Empress of India
Date: 1879
Location: Torchwood House, Scotland
How she saved the Doctor: Though noticeably older

than in the Clara splinter documentary Victoria, this
version of Clara is nevertheless the most powerful, and
highest ranking, of any known splinter so far. She used
this to assist the Doctor in numerous ways, not least
by providing the Koh-I-Noor diamond to defeat the Lupine
Wavelength Haemovariform at Torchwood House. She also took direct action herself,
killing Father Angelo personally, which indicates that Clara’s darker, more controlling
side has manifested more strongly in this incarnation. This risk taking is also seen
in the Gabriel Chase affair, where she used herself as bait for Josiah Samuel Smith,
by providing an invitation to Buckingham Palace for Redvers Fenn-Cooper, thus
necessitating the Seventh Doctor’s intervention. Of course, a splinter in such a position
would attract undue attention from the Doctor, perhaps making them realise her
mystery before its proper time, so she cunningly used the incident as a pretext to
have the Doctor banished from the Empire. Even this action, establishing
the Torchwood Institute, has ensured the Earth’s survival
multiple times, either in co-operation with the Doctor by the
utilisation of the Rift, or independently. This would also provide
safe harbour for former companions, including Captain Jack
and Martha Jones. As can be seen, this splinter should be
treated with caution, having enormous power at their disposal.

Alias: Connie
Date: 1943
Location: The Stark Expo, USA
How she saved the Doctor: As is shown in Death’s Head

8, the Doctor, at least before their ninth incarnation, was
a visitor to the Marvel Universe on multiple occasions. As
such, it makes sense to have a Clara splinter stationed here,
just on the off-chance that they may return now Gallifrey
is restored. This splinter, perhaps worried about being
discovered as coming from another universe, has only appeared briefly in
documentary media, but Captain America: The First Avenger, shows she is close to some
very powerful potential allies, such as Steve Rogers and Bucky Barnes. Her presence
at the Stark Expo may also suggest she is assembling advanced technology, that may
be used for the Doctor’s benefit at a future point. As little is known about this splinter,
please alert your nearest Splinter Watch representative if spotted.
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Alias: Samantha Briggs
Date: 20 July 1966
Location: Gatwick Airport
How she saved the Doctor: This Clara splinter is

unusual in relation to the others, as she does not
look like the original Clara at all, instead bearing
a closer resemblance to the Victoria splinter.
This splinter was vital in ensuring that the
Second Doctor, having had his companions Ben
and Polly taken away from him, had enough
help to prevent the Chameleons completing
their scheme. Indeed, the presence of the
Chameleons may be the reason for this splinter’s unique
appearance. Other than the original Clara and her Victorian barmaidnanny splinter, this splinter came closest to boarding the TARDIS, having to decline an
offer to join the crew in order to ensure Victoria would be able to come aboard, and
the Time Vortex’s stability thereby maintained. After these events, she also indirectly
helped foil the Master’s plan to meddle in the Kennedy assassination by assisting
James Stevens’s inquiries into the Doctor, as detailed in Who Killed Kennedy? This
Clara splinter is now assumed to have served her purpose, and is presumably safe to
approach.

Alias: Jasmine Thomas
Date: 2005-2009
Location: Emmerdale
How she saved the Doctor: While the

Yorkshire village of Emmerdale seems
safe, the presence of the Valeyard, in the
disguise of Donald de Souza, was more than
enough of a reason for a Clara splinter to
be stationed there. At a point when the
Doctor was between their twelfth and final
incarnations, attention to the Valeyard,
though they have not been active in some
time, was essential to ensure maintenance of the time
streams. Jasmine’s work as a journalist also suggests that she could potentially
provide some help to Sarah Jane Smith in the Doctor’s absence. Furthermore, this
splinter may be present for more sentimental reasons, given the presence of a younger
Danny Pink, and so can fulfil Clara’s emotional and romantic needs. Now in prison, this
splinter has presumably completed their observation of the Valeyard, and deemed
them safe… for now.
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Alias: Lindsay James
Date: 2009
Location: Waterloo Road School
How she saved the Doctor: Though connections with the

Doctor seem limited, investigation of this splinter allowed
Splinter Watch to make a startling discovery - a previously
undiscovered rift in time! Located in a school in Rochdale, or
possibly Greenock, which operates under the unassuming name
of Waterloo Road, this rift perhaps even challenges Coal Hill School
for time travel phenomena. For one, noted civil rights campaigner Rosa Parks
was, for a brief period, an English teacher at this school, before being restored
to
her proper time and place in time for the events of Rosa. It also appears that activity
such as this has attracted other interested parties, with Clive Finch, the conspiracy
theorist, being observed undercover as a maths teacher, allowing him to observe the
school incognito. Indeed, observations have also been made by rift rivals, Coal Hill
School, with their headteacher, Dorothea Ames, deeming it necessary to pretend to
be a geography teacher so as to investigate. While it is possible that this Clara splinter
is purely precautionary, keeping a watch for unwitting time travellers, they may have
served their purpose, allowing for actions independent of the Doctor.
As can be seen, Clara splinters take on a variety of roles across our universe, and others.
They can be difficult to identify, especially those with unorthodox appearances, so any suspicions should be reported to Splinter Watch’s highly trained staff immediately. Remember to
stay alert, and remain vigilant, as anyone, be it a colleague, friend, or family member, could
be a splinter.

Can I come too, Doctor?

A splintervention by Matthew Kilburn
The parade of Claras seen in the pre-credits sequence of The Name of
the Doctor closed off some mysteries about the Doctor’s past, but raised
questions surrounding where these Clara splinters fitted in or around the
version of the Doctor’s history we’d already seen on television.
In one case, that of the Clara seen looking out at the Seventh Doctor
as he hangs by his umbrella over an unpromising drop in Dragonfire,
I propose that this Clara is native to the previous story, Delta and the
Bannermen. Her studded leather jacket recalls a similar one worn by Ray
in that story and her hairstyle, earrings and neckerchief would fit Delta’s
1959 setting. This is someone who became close enough to the Doctor to
join his travels, and is very possibly a temporally reengineered version
of Ray (played in Delta and the Bannermen by Sara Griffiths). Ray in Delta lost her unrequited love, Billy, to a life in space with the eponymous
Chimeron Queen - but perhaps this Clara-Ray couldn’t console herself
with Billy’s Vincent motorcycle, and felt compelled to join the Doctor...
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Sam Sheppard looks at the Character Options range of Doctor Who action
figures, from the highs to the Laszlos. Photographs by author unless noted
ction figures (dolls, toys, collectible figurines – call them whatever you
like) are a widely produced commodity enjoyed by both children and
adults alike. Some might appreciate them for their play value, while others prefer
to put them on display. Alternatively, it could be argued that buying action figures
simply represents a sentimental attachment to a fictional world, with a subsequent
desire to own some representation of that world and its characters. Whatever the
case, there are numerous pop culture properties that have spawned ranges of action
figures, and Doctor Who is no exception.
For many people, the first thing that comes to mind will be the range of 5” action
figures produced by Character Options, which obtained the master toy licence in
2005. One of their earliest releases was a set of Ninth Doctor and Slitheen figures,
boasting a walkie-talkie function. Perhaps better remembered, however, were
the Dalek Battle Packs. Each pack included two radio-controlled Dalek models,
packaged with either the Ninth Doctor or Rose Tyler. Looking back now, this
offering does seem rather crude. Both characters could barely be considered “action
figures”, possessing limited articulation and modelled in a strange combat-ready
pose, leading fans to dub these the ‘disco dancing’ figures. Furthermore, there
were cosmetic issues, with Rose’s hair a strange shade of neon yellow, while the
Daleks themselves had a slightly cartoonish look, owing to their chunky limbs and
some minor inaccuracies in the shape of their bodies. Still, it’s unlikely that young
children would have picked up on such small details, and the Dalek Battle Packs can
only have been a resounding success. After all, they were quickly followed by a full
range of action figures, many of which were produced to an impressive standard,
considering their price point and target audience. With considerably improved
articulation and appearance from the original statuettes, these figures were ready
to conquer the shelves.

A
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The majority of figures were released as single carded products in several waves.
Colour-coded backgrounds were used for the packaging, with red for Series One;
blue for Series Two; green for Series Three; and purple for Series Four. Alongside
the single figures were a variety of box sets, containing multiple figures and often
themed after certain episodes. One could also obtain ‘deluxe’, larger figures such
as the Empress of the Racnoss or the Face of Boe. More importantly, no replica of
the Doctor would have been complete without a TARDIS – marketed as the ‘Flight
Control’ model, it came with a variety of electronic light and sound features. This
was complemented by an impressive playset depicting the ‘coral’ version of the
TARDIS interior, although its appeal was diminished by the flimsy card pieces which
made up the walls and flooring. On the plus side, at least it included a hat stand!
Meanwhile, the all-important Daleks and Cybermen were being produced in vast
numbers, enough for any scale recreation of Doomsday (2006). In 2008, moreover,
the company released a new version of the standard bronze Dalek. This was a much
more accurate sculpt, which superseded the clunky version that debuted in the
Battle Packs.
Looking at the earliest waves, there seem to have been a reasonably good
mixture of characters. As well as the obvious, crowd-pleasing favourites, there
were plenty of more obscure and interesting choices. That said, there were some
that seemed downright bizarre. Slitheen, Autons, and Sontarans were all well and
good, but was any child really crying out for an action figure of Grandma Connolly
from The Idiot’s Lantern (2006)? Was this done solely to justify the little television set
accessory, which boasted lenticular screens and the face of Maureen Lipman as the
Wire? Looking elsewhere, there was a Moxx of Balhoon figure which boasted ‘pull
back and go’ action;a little odd given that the character largely remained stationary
while either complaining or being roasted to death. Then there was the infamous
Laszlo, dubbed a ‘shelf warmer’ by fans. If you’ve not heard the term before, it’s a
derogatory phrase used to suggest that a particular figure is chronically unpopular
and will remain forever unbought. When you consider that the ordinary Pig Slave
action figure could only be obtained as part of a Daleks in Manhattan/Evolution of the
Daleks themed set, while Laszlo was sold separately, this decision seems particularly
strange. Surely it would have made more sense to release the Pig Slave as a single
carded figure, while restricting the unique Laszlo to the box set?
If you were to ask me what I considered the worst figure of them all, however,
I can only award that ignoble title to one product. Cassandra, who debuted in The
End of the World, was never a particularly edifying prospect for an action figure.
Whatever you may have thought of the character, it can hardly be denied that a
Cassandra toy does not count as an “action figure” because it has absolutely no
moving parts and so is really just a glorified accessory. The Destroyed Cassandra
figure, therefore, was even worse, as it consisted of nothing but an empty frame.
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There was, to be fair, some attempt to address this by releasing it in a double pack
with Chip, but the Destroyed Cassandra was also released as a single carded figure.
Yes, that’s right. It was sold on its own, indicating a clear expectation that you would
pay about £8 for an empty plastic frame. Some would call this a bold move; others
would prefer to use terms such as ‘outrageous’ or ‘goddamned stupid’.
These ‘bold’ creative decisions weren’t just limited to which characters featured
either, with one design decision that particularly annoyed me. While Character
Options did release a Donna Noble action figure, they chose to model it after her
appearance in Planet of the Ood (2008), including the thick coat she wore . Given the
variety of costumes Catherine Tate wore throughout Series Four, it seems irrational
that the makers should have chosen the least versatile of them. Children could
envision all sorts of exciting adventures starring Donna… just as long as they took
place during a very bad winter.
In 2008, however, Character Options more than made up for any of these
underwhelming figures by announcing that they would release a new range of
figures based on the classic series. Given that such toys would likely be seen as
having a more niche appeal than those based on the post-2005 series, it still seems
impressive that they chose to venture into this field at all. Moreover, my elevenyear-old self was thrilled by the first set of classic figures: a ‘Collect and Build’ wave
of eight characters including the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Doctors. Gathering all eight
would give you enough parts to assemble an impressive model of the K-1 Robot
from Tom Baker’s first adventure, recalling
the Denys Fisher toy from the 1970s.
I can also remember the excitement
of buying the “Dalek Collectors’ Set”
which swiftly followed. This was a box
set featuring three variants: the original
version from The Daleks (1963), an ordinary
grey model from Genesis of the Daleks
(1975), and the unique Supreme Dalek from Planet of the Daleks (1973). All three were
well rendered, with close attention to detail, and the Supreme remains a highlight
of my collection. Over the following years, the range of classic figures was greatly
expanded to include several different monsters and the first eight incarnations of
the Doctor. Disappointingly, however, there did seem to be a bias towards the 1970s,
and fans hoping for a miniature Voord or Kandyman would be disappointed. More
importantly, Character Options seemed reluctant to tackle classic companions.
They did eventually release Ace, Jo, Peri, Leela, and the Brigadier, but none of
the First or Second Doctors’ companions were ever tackled. Meanwhile, the lack
of a classic Sarah Jane still seems baffling, with collectors having to make do
with the older version seen in School Reunion (2006). However, with the recent
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announcement of a new Harry Sullivan figure, there is promise that the situation
might be changing.
The figures were accompanied by a variety of side ventures, some more
successful than others. There was the ‘Micro Universe’ range of 35mm figures which
were intended for use as gaming pieces, and a short-lived range of 12” figures, or
perhaps more accurately, dolls. This range included the Tenth Doctor and Martha
alongside a handful of monsters such as the Dalek Sec Hybrid. Another venture
was the “Time Squad” range of small, highly stylised figures which could well be
regarded as a precursor to today’s Funko Pop figures. Whilethere was an attempt
to revive the line in 2015, the “Time Squad” never seemed to be especially popular.
In contrast, few products can have been more successful than Character Options’
Dalek-related toys. As well as the 5” action figures, the company also released Dalek
voice changer helmets and remote-controlled Daleks in a variety of scales. The most
impressive of these stood at 18 inches tall and boasted ‘voice interactive’ functions.
Returning to the main line of action figures, change was in the air. In 2010, the
packaging was completely redesigned, echoing the changes the show itself was
undergoing. A new blue and yellow colour scheme, replacing the old colour-coded
packs, accompanied the new figures depicting characters from Matt Smith’s first
series. There was a fairly appealing selection, and the New Paradigm Daleks,
despite their general reception, can only have been gratefully received by the toy
makers. It was around the time of Series Six, however, that problems began to arise.
In the past, minor variants (such as the multiple Scarecrows or Clockwork Droids)
had been a necessary evil, allowing the company to meet retailers’ demands while
reducing the cost and pressure of manufacturing completely new figures. Fans may
have groaned at, say, the two different versions of the Tenth Doctor in his Sanctuary
Base space suit (one clean, and one with a broken face plate), but these versions
were usually balanced out by enough new characters to keep them happy. With the
Series Six range, however, it appears that Character Options was forced to rely on a
greater proportion of variant figures than usual (likely because it was trying to make
up existing orders while dealing with reduced interest from retailers). Thus, fans
accused the company of padding out an underwhelming selection with endlessly
tweaked Cybermen and Silent figures. Worst of all were surely the Eleventh Doctor
figures: the Eleventh Doctor with beard; the Eleventh Doctor with beard and
straitjacket; the Eleventh Doctor with a cowboy hat… how thrilling. How absolutely
thrilling.
It has to be asked: did something go wrong with the action figure range? And, if
so, what was it? The problem can be attributed to a combination of factors. It could
be argued, firstly, that this development was inevitable. Doctor Who as a brand was
growing older, and the young fans who had first been attracted to the 2005 revival
were growing old right along with it. It’s not hard to imagine that many of them
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were simply losing interest in action figures. Moreover, it may well be the case that
retailer interest was simply tailing off as the novelty of the revival faded. There was
also the problem of the figures’ target audience. They had succeeded by appealing
not only to dedicated collectors but also children and casual fans, so it was therefore
an issue that less Doctor Who merchandise was being stocked by retailers like Argos
or Toys R Us. Certainly, the demise of Woolworth’s – which was one of the most
important high street retailers where Doctor Who toys were concerned – dealt the
range a serious blow. Finally, scheduling was another key problem. When there was
a series of 13 episodes airing every spring, it was easy for toy makers to prepare and
release their products in time for the all-important run up to Christmas. With the
move to split series and autumnal broadcasting, this was obviously no longer the
case.
Talking to people my own age, I often find that they are incredibly nostalgic for
the Russell T Davies era. There is a tendency to valorise this as a sort of Golden Age,
entirely beyond reproach. This can be grating – but when I think about my own
interest in the action figures, and in Doctor Who merchandise as a whole, it’s a little
difficult not to see things from their point of view. I remember with fondness the
days when I could walk into my nearest Toys R Us and find a huge selection of Doctor
Who toys – maybe even a display with a huge David Tennant cut-out, surveying his
domain. The last time I went in there, however, there was only a meagre selection
of merchandise, confined to a single aisle and hemmed in on all sides by competing
franchises. While such toys may be little more than materialistic commodities, it
was hard for me not to feel a little sad, as though I was looking upon the ruins of a
once-mighty empire: Look upon my brand integrity, ye mighty, and despair!
There were, of course, attempts to resolve the situation. For example, some
might remember the (mercifully short-lived) period when the company seemed to
be obsessed with the ‘Flesh’, as seen in Series Six’s The Rebel Flesh/The Almost People
(2011). Not only was there a Ganger variation of the Eleventh Doctor figure, but
several other characters were reissued with Flesh-themed accessories. I suspect
some marketing executive hoped that such releases held a ‘gross-out’ factor which
would appeal to very young children, but their efforts can’t have been too successful.
Certainly, the ‘Flesh Goo Pod’ (featuring dismembered chunks of Matt Smith
floating in white gunk) seems more like the result of a fever dream than something
that would be released by a legitimately successful company.
More importantly, there was a far more serious attempt to revitalise the flagging
line by adopting a new, smaller scale. It was announced in 2013 that the figures
would now be made to a scale of 3.75” inches, and one can see the logic behind
the decision. Rising costs had certainly been an issue, so reducing the size of the
figures may have helped to address this by making the toys cheaper and more
portable. Unfortunately, the new 3.75” figures did not meet with a positive reaction.
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It was apparent that several compromises had needed to be made, with the toys
criticised for low quality and poor facial likenesses. Indeed, the Daleks and other
monsters seem to have been the best part of this new range, which was eventually
abandoned. Elsewhere, the company has returned to producing figures in the 5”
scale, though certainly not to the same degree as they did previously.
The past few years have seen 5” action figures of Missy, Bill and the Twelfth
Doctor, which is of course better than nothing at all. However, it remained all too
obvious that the regular waves, featuring a mixed selection of characters, were
a thing of the past. Although two Amy Pond figures were released in 2010, for
instance, it took the company another two years to even bother producing a Rory
Williams. More importantly, it’s frustrating to see so many obvious choices going
unrepresented. While it has to be appreciated that the company’s hands have long
been tied by economic considerations, fans have complained that the new version
of the Cybermen (first seen in Series Seven’s Nightmare in Silver [2013]) was only
made available in the unpopular 3.75” scale, while the same could be said of the
new series’ takes on the Ice Warrior and Zygon. More importantly, Clara Oswald
is still without a proper 5” action figure, with the only Clara figure, at the time of
writing, an obvious and underwhelming recolour of Oswin from Asylum of the Daleks
(2012).
Given that I can still remember the heyday of the action figure range – when the
toys were widely and consistently available – it’s difficult not to wonder whether
the line has a future at all. It could even be argued that there have been significant
and widespread shifts in fandom culture which suggest that the very concept of the
action figure is growing less popular, with many now looking to alternative forms
of merchandise. For example, there is the growing popularity of the large-scale
figures produced by Hot Toys and Big Chief; indeed, the latter offers several Doctor
Who figures modelled to 1:6 scale (see Hail to the Chief in Tides 43 - Eds.). Another
significant factor is almost certainly the rise of the Funko Pop brand. The American
company Funko, which offers a range of bobble-heads and vinyl figurines, has
become a powerful force in the toy market, being able to offer characters from a
ridiculously vast range of brands and franchises. It might well be the case that,
for many people, the heavily stylised
design philosophy of Funko Pops is
more appealing than action figures like
those produced by Character Options.
Alternatively, the brand’s popularity
could simply be attributed to widespread
distribution and a compelling variety of
characters. Either way, it seems difficult
to dispute that Funko has, in many ways,
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succeeded Character Options as a regular distributor of Doctor Who figures.
However, I would argue that Character Options still has a chance of success. I have
to admit that I am somewhat biased – I dislike the stylised template that Funko
applies to all its Pop figures, and find the concept of action figures more appealing.
Yet it remains the case that there has recently been a raft of new figures courtesy of
the retailer B&M, and this seems like a solid attempt to once again market Doctor
Who action figures to the general public as well as the adult collector. It’s true that
there are limits to what Character Options has offered in recent years. These days,
an all-new tooling is very rare, so much so that even the recent Bill Potts figure
recycled the body of Primeval’s Abby Maitland.. Nevertheless, many of the B&M
sets have been met with enthusiasm, particularly when they offer fans the chance
to get their hands on some of the rarer classic characters. Furthermore, there has
been a selection of brand new Thirteenth Doctor merchandise, including her very
own action figure. This is a crucial step, and there are even rumours of Graham, Ryan
and Yaz figures to be released in 2020, coinciding with the airing of Series Twelve.
Perhaps these toys will help to induce a whole new generation of children into
watching the Doctor’s adventures – and creating some of their own.

A haiku for...

by William Shaw

Revenge of The Classic
the Cybermen
Series
The Jon Pertwee Era
A silent gesture
And the Cybermen advance:
The plague ship, calling

A Spearhead from the
Ambassadors of Green Death
Curses Peladon.

A golden prison;
History suspends as we
Shelter underground.

The Peter Davison Era
Kinda Enlightened
The Black Orchid Awakens
Watching the Snakedance.

Projectile glitter:
Armageddon Conventions
Melted tin soldiers

The Sylvester McCoy Era

Silver yesterdays
Lighted cyber fools the way
To a gold-dust death.

Dragonfire Patrol
A left-handed hummingbird
And the Bannermen.
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Escapes into Danger
Rogan Clark discovers two of the many Doctor Who novelizations of
the late Terrance Dicks, who died on 29 August 2019.

Y

ou don’t really get novelizations like you used to. Sure, since its revival in
2005, Doctor Who has always been accompanied by a variety of book series, from the
New Series Adventures to The Darksmith Legacy. There’s even been a bit of branching
out into novelising the unnovelised recently, be it Revelation of the Daleks or Rose, but in
general, the experience of having to read a book to revisit what was once on television
is a lost one. Some might argue that, in the age of DVDs, BluRay, iPlayer and the official
Doctor Who YouTube channel, we now have the ability to experience Doctor Who stories
in their original broadcast form, and that’s how it should be. Nevertheless, as a child of
the modern age, I’m setting out to see if the novelizations of the late Terrance Dicks, the
most prolific author of the Target range, can hold their own in the twenty-first century.

Dangerous Arrival

I started with a story I had no experience with:
Carnival of Monsters. Released in print as a bit of a
mouthful–Doctor Who and the Carnival of Monsters–
I’d be judging everything by Dicks’s prose, be it plot,
characterisation or atmosphere, you know the drill.
And, to my pleasure, it was a fun read! From what
I’ve heard since, Carnival is held to be a good story
anyway, but the book itself was an exciting jaunt into
a miniscope, benefiting greatly from not needing to
fit everything into a twenty-five minute structure,
with the cliffhangers, though present, disguised by
the more frequent chapters. I also didn’t feel like I had
to remember the onscreen story to understand any of
it, or even to have seen the show! The Third Doctor
is well characterized as a heroic, dashing figure, and
Jo comes across just as she does in the show; a little
klutzy, but well-meaning and brave. Even when she’s
noticeably sidelined in the latter half, being chased
round and round a ship, Dicks is able to give us a
Doctor Who and the Carnival of Monsters,
little comic relief through her own tiredness of the
published by Tandem Publishing Ltd
situation.
The alien world of Inter Minor is also given
under the Target imprint in January 1977.
enough
broad-strokes
character to carry it through
Cover by Chris Achilleos
the short novelisation, and while perhaps a little
stereotypical to have a whole planet of bureaucrats,
that’s Robert Holmes for you. Dicks does well at translating Holmes’s penchant for wit
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into text form, and it’s made me satisfied enough that I’m not actually sure I need to see
Carnival “properly” now–the book is enough!

The Legend

Next, the flipside. Rather than something new,
I’m reading Doctor Who and the Horns of Nimon; the
book of a story I’ve already seen. Does that affect my
enjoyment of his writing? Not really, it just means
that I notice the differences. Dicks does his best to
add some depth to the Skonnos Empire, as well as
Soldeed himself, giving their situation a little more
pathos than it has in the very campy television story.
With the acting stripped back, the surprisingly good
story is forced to transform into somewhat more
standard Doctor Who fare. It works well enough, as
the prose can hide the shortcomings of the story
(the Nimon costumes and dodgy CGI for one) while
focusing on its strengths, with Romana getting some
well-deserved focus even if the Doctor’s scenes alone
in the TARDIS become all the more odd. Then again,
they’re pretty odd in the TV version, so it’s fair to
say that Dicks could only work with what he was
Doctor Who and the Horns of Nimon,
published by W.H. Allen & Co. Ltd under given. Anthony Read is no Robert Holmes, I’m sure
people will agree, but his dialogue still reads well,
the Target imprint in October 1980.
even when removed from the performances. That’s
Cover illustration by Steve Kyte.
not to say the highlights aren’t present, and I’m glad
to see that the immortal “I have seen three Nimon!”
was kept in really. Overall, it’s interesting to see how things have been subtly modified
between screen and page, which has made me rethink my opinions of the story. After all,
there’s only so many times you can laugh at “Weakling scum!”, but with Dicks’s context,
it becomes that much more grounded, difficult though that may be.
The page isn’t television, but Dicks certainly knew how to make Doctor Who work
on it. Maybe I’ve just managed to find two good ones out of many, and I’m sure I’d
think differently if I’d chosen The Krotons. His way of expanding on the story as seen on
screen, while making it accessible to someone who has no idea of the original context,
makes these books worth a read, even today. Even if his output in the new millennium
was nowhere near what it was during the heyday of the classic era, Terrance Dicks’s loss
can still be felt throughout all reaches of the fandom. Personally, I read some of his work
on the new series growing up, and while I don’t perhaps feel his loss as keenly as some
older fasn, it’s still good to realise I can keep his memory alive through his prose, and that
people will continue to do so for as long as Doctor Who is alive. I can see why people still
sing the praises of the Target range, and along with the new series adaptations under my
belt, I look forward to reading many more.
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Exhumation of
the Daleks

Matthew Kilburn reviews the two books by Eric Saward which
complete at last the novelizations of twentieth-century Doctor Who

O

bserving with resolve the failure of a new series of Doctor Who to result
from the 1996 TV Movie, the then Doctor Who Magazine editor, Gary Gillatt,
remarked that Doctor Who fans were good at waiting. Reviewing Eric Saward’s
novelizations of his two Dalek serials, Resurrection of the Daleks (1984) and Revelation of
the Daleks (1985), finally translated from television into book form in 2019, it struck me
that there are people who have died waiting for these to be published. Financial disputes
bedevilled the writing and publication of these titles for decades. Now both are here,
though for the moment as hardbacks with vaguely art deco covers relying mainly on
typographic effects and utilising an ancient stock illustration of a Dalek, rather than as
paperbacks in the Target format with artwork in that tradition. If the impact of the book
jacket is divisive, then so is that of the prose within.
Saward makes occasional and distracting use of blocks
of text isolated by composition and sometimes by font from
the paragraph, comparable in some ways to early modern
emblemata. In Doctor Who–Resurrection of the Daleks, one of these
interruptions in visual continuity glibly responds to the crisis
in which the Doctor, Tegan and Turlough find themselves with
‘The greatest of all the Time Lords was having a really bad day.’
Saward’s sarcastic valorization of the Doctor seems to view him
as a dilettante who seeks problems to solve in order to boost a
fragile ego. Saward is interested in people with whom his version
of the Doctor doesn’t seem to have much immediate empathy, in
particular Quartermaster-Sergeant Stien, a coward lucky enough
to have found a niche in his army and who scolds combat soldier
Galloway for not appreciating that others can’t afford to share his
principles because they lack the skills to stand up for them. It’s a pessimism characteristic
of the novel. The harmless–Mr Jones, a tramp who exchanges cleaning jobs for a hot
breakfast at a cafe every morning–are killed by those unconcerned about their actions,
kind or unkind. It’s a largely amoral universe.
The novel at least has a keenly felt sense of period. Saward mournfully and
sympathetically sketches the decline of Shad Thames, a place which once spoke with
many languages and thrived with goods from around the world, but which in 1984 had
become hollowed-out, its broken bridges struggling to connect the gaping windows of
empty warehouses as rainwater leaked from splintered drainpipes. It’s appropriate that
Stien emerges there, a figure lost in time who seems to find a place as a worry-bound
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Digby to the multiskilled Dan Dare that is Saward’s Fifth Doctor. Once Stien’s Dalek
programming has kicked in, he adopts the jargon of a middle-ranking Raj officer in
his club, addressing Lytton as ‘old boy’ as if about to order a cocktail from a turbaned
servant. This behaviour develops a minor feature of Stein’s demeanour on television, and
might be read as comment on producer John Nathan-Turner’s view that Peter Davison’s
Doctor should embody the virtues of the imperial late summer of the interwar period.
Given the post-imperial condition of both 1980s London and the weakened disease-ridden
Daleks, Saward seems conflicted over the positioning of the Doctor and Doctor Who at
this point, even though he was one of its principal authors.
The future human empire which has imprisoned Davros is just as decayed. The prison
craft Vipod Mor is crewed by lackadaisical marines, officers eyeing their next promotion,
and a sex-obsessed secret agent. The Daleks are introduced as imaginative opportunists,
having adapted a human battlecruiser with their own technology. The initiative is with
them, and their acerbic Supreme Dalek. Viewers of Resurrection of the Daleks are already
used to Saward paying particular attention to the mercenary Lytton, but now he is
joined by Daleks with personality who almost render redundant Russell T Davies’s later
innovation, the Cult of Skaro.
There’s some promise here, but it’s not carried off well. The embellishment to the story
doesn’t tighten it up but makes it flabbier, and while there is character crossover from
the prison ship crew plotline to the Doctor’s which doesn’t happen on television, it only
leads to there being extra people about with whom the Doctor can have unnecessary
conversations. Giving Dr Styles a cat, Sir Runcible, feels purposeless. The pages of
detailed description of the TARDIS interior, where we learn that the Doctor has a robot
chef preparing a tasting menu of 33 dishes, only suggest that the Doctor is as decadent
a Time Lord as any, a sensation-seeking bore who will entrap you in his private cinema
if you are unlucky. We even learn that the TARDIS workshops are barely touched by the
Doctor. Unlike those who initially conceived the character, Saward doesn’t appear to view
the Doctor as ‘an engineer, a builder of things’ (The Aztecs [1964]), but as someone more
often on the verge of taking action than actually doing anything. Soldiers and bystanders
are killed while powers with one foot outside the world debate the rights and wrongs of
events. Saward’s deployment of the phrase ‘So it goes’ (p 158) recalls Kurt Vonnegut’s
anti-war novel Slaughterhouse 5 (1969), perhaps inviting the reader to draw other
parallels, but that has to be a discussion for another day.
So while there is ambition, it’s badly directed and reveals preoccupations of the author
which blunt rather than sharpen the edge of what should be and sometimes manages
to be a thrilling race to prevent Davros taking control of the Daleks and leading this
reinvigorated force to conquest. To cap it all, the threat of a world dominated by Dalek
duplicates seems less important to the climax (empty, as Doctor Who in 1984 could not on
such a wide-ranging scenario ,nor bear the fatalism of a world completely infiltrated by
Daleks), but it’s succeeded by a sequel-hunting scene of a superpowered Tegan who can
take on her enemies on her own terms. Resurrection of the Daleks this might be, but just
as the Daleks extract Davros from his icy living death without heed to the consequences,
this novel too often feels like the work of a Burke and Hare robbing the grave of Doctor
Who and mislabelling body parts during the anatomization.
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One problematic adaptation is succeeded by another. More
than its televised precursor, Doctor Who–Revelation of the Daleks
is steeped in military analogy. There’s some sense to this and
respect for origins. Saward’s story was inspired by Evelyn
Waugh’s The Loved One (1948), a novel which dealt with an
English scriptwriter in the aftermath of the Second World War
finding himself in the world of Hollywood funeral parlours
where death’s realities were cosmetically obscured in every
sense. The decision to build up the military backgrounds of
Tranquil Repose morticians Takis and Lilt helps locate Revelation
of the Daleks in a comparable world, reacting against horror by
convincing itself it can cheat mortality. Where Resurrection of
the Daleks depicts traumatised worlds which are unable to move
on from their pasts until the very end, Revelation of the Daleks
concerns itself with wrong directions taken, the desperation which leads people to find
hope in false prophets. For junior embalmer Tasambeker Brown (giving her the same
surname as Peri is unsubtle) this is chief embalmer Joshua Jobel, a passion more broadly
told than that of Aimée Thanatogenos for Mr Joyboy, Saward’s Waughian models. For the
wider universe, this is the Great Healer, Davros recast as provider of food to the masses
and the promise of restored life. His primary ambition is stated as conquest rather than
the perfection of the Daleks, sliding more than ever into the role of generic villain.
There might seem little sign of love in this tale of Loved Ones. The cycle of harm and
self-harm displayed in the televised story has jarred with me more as time has gone by. In
the book, everything is present and even intensified, from Lilt’s wish to “mark” graveopening Natasha to her colleague Grigory’s alcoholism. Tasambeker’s sexual obsession
with Jobel is even more detached than on television from any understanding of the man
and of his environment, likewise seedier than visualized in 1985, where a young woman
might ‘provocatively’ wander down a corridor to extract protestations of undying love–
and what else?–from Jobel. Revelation of the Daleks might be inspired by a novel satirising
Hollywood, but in Tranquil Repose everyone seems too complicit to inspire a #MeToo
movement. However, there is a gradual shift. Takis and Lilt are steaadily rehumanized,
one having a tattoo to remember his dead wife and child. These are unhappy survivors
looking for a purpose. Grigory’s tolerance for alcohol might be so high that he can’t be
made drunk, but in context–just after the bizarre cruelty of the Doctor’s mock death–
it’s as if we’ve found the worst that can happen and that from now on the situation has
the capability of improvement. Even Tasambeker’s eagerness to please Davros endears
as much as it disturbs; she might be pathetic in the eyes of Jobel and Davros, but her
failure to comprehend the nature of Davros’s schemes until it’s too late is a mark of
her humanity. Perhaps she has rediscovered idealism too early, at a time when Tranquil
Repose demands only compliance and survival.
Several devices in this novelization fail to impress. The abbreviation of Tranquil
Repose to ‘TR’ and Mr Jobel to ‘Mr J’ are pitched worryingly between inducting the
reader into in-house jargon and a sense that the author failed to execute a find-andreplace. Revealing that the DJ’s name is ‘Derek Johnson’ is tiresome, undermining one
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of the most memorable characters of the story with a twee quasi-pun. The Doctor’s
interest in agronomy is one thing, but his attending agronomists’ conventions too feels
far too routine for him. There’s an unnecessary suicide towards the end of the book, of
a character whom the gap of thirty-four years since broadcast might have allowed to
survive. The addition of new character Alex Sagovski in the closing phase of the novel
might be compensation for this, but he never proves that he is more than a spare wheel
to give the Doctor someone to talk to, as if this was a television or (particularly) a radio
script. Even more so than on screen, Bostock’s observation that Kara and Vogel are “like a
double act” suggests that Saward felt that Robert Holmes, creator of famous pairings such
as Jago and Litefoot in The Talons of Weng-Chiang (1977) and in the mid-1980s regarded as
the master of Doctor Who writers, was going to mark his work.
Bostock flaunts authorial self-awareness, as he and Orcini are themselves a double
act seeking admission to the school of Holmes. In the excommunicated grand master of
the Order of Oberon, and his filthy squire, Saward finds both the characters to which he
allows the greatest mutual empathy and trust, and those who connect the concerns of the
1980s with those of the 2010s. Orcini’s lament (p 87) for a lost age of honourable combat
speaks as much to these days of cyber-attacks and manipulation by mass disinformation
as it did to those of renewed cold war and mutually assured nuclear destruction. The
echoes of Twelfth Night in Orcini’s name and (directly) A Midsummer Night’s Dream in
his order suggests Saward believes Orcini’s principles were always fantastical, yet here
it’s his sense of abstract nobility which motivates the self-destructive act which destroys
Davros’s Dalek-breeding plant. Both Resurrection of the Daleks and Resurrection of the
Daleks rely on a character ending their life in order to frustrate the Daleks or Davros, but
compared to Stien, Orcini feels more part of deeper cultural traditions of self-sacrifice
as he knows his own mind far better than Stien, whose fragile recovered humanity is
manipulated by the Doctor to his own ends.
Neither novel is entirely successful on its own terms, partly because they are torn
as to what those terms actually are. Revelation of the Daleks feels the more integrated
of the two, an expanded version of the television script no longer subject to Graeme
Harper’s directorial vision. Resurrection of the Daleks is part-reworking, part satire of a
script with which Eric Saward has expressed his dissatisfaction in the past. The uncertain
commercial location of the modern Doctor Who novelization is another complicating
factor. Both need more consistency in argument and sense of purpose for one to be sure
that they want to be taken seriously as books rather than simply as branded merchandise.
There is nevertheless something compelling about both, sometimes as wry reflections on
television storytelling past, otherwise as oblique insights into what one of Doctor Who’s
most controversial figures thinks the programme and its lead character are about. Amidst
what can seem an arid and cynical outlook there are moments of human warmth, such
as the DJ’s asking Peri whether the Doctor is her dad (p 115). Perhaps in emphasizing
the weaknesses of his retelling, I’ve forgotten that Eric Saward wrote Earthshock, and
that such “small, beautiful events [are] what life is all about.” We should cherish them
where we find them, rather than complain that there are not enough. The revival of Eric
Saward’s Doctor Who might, then, be oddly appropriate for the ‘radical helplessness’ of
Chris Chibnall’s.
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Creatures of War

Ian Bayley finds that
A Town Called Mercy
deserves reappraisal

A

fter many years of ignoring the episode following my initial watch
at the time of broadcast, I have come to a startling conclusion. A
Town Called Mercy is the greatest episode of Series Seven. If it is not, then it is a
close second to The Angels Take Manhattan, and only then because of the latter’s
achievement of ending, in a beautiful and satisfying way, ‘the story of Amelia
Pond’. As I did before my revelation, you might have dismissed A Town Called
Mercy some time ago. I want to examine the story’s apparent problems, before
then explaining how there is so much more to it than is apparent at first glance.

The Bad

A Town Called Mercy was part of Series 7A, which was notably marketed as
a sequence of standalone “blockbusters”. Correctly or not, it is tempting to see
this as a course-correcting response to fan disappointment at the remarkably
trivial resolution to Series Six’s Lake Silencio story arc. The blockbuster nature
of each episode was reinforced in the title sequence, with novelty variations on
the Doctor Who logo. For A Town Called Mercy, the logo took the form of wooden
letters shot through with bullet holes. While this may signify quite clearly that
this episode draws from the Hollywood western, this kind of proclamation risks
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alienating viewers who are not fans
of that genre. It is true that humour
can minimize the risk of genre
tributes, as can be seen in Series
Four’s Agatha Christie homage The
Unicorn and the Wasp (2008), where
familiar plot elements are celebrated
and novel titles worked into oneliners. However, not all episodes can
be comedies and the cold open to A
Town Called Mercy with its earnest,
though perhaps hackneyed, slow
southern drawl suggests that it won’t
be.
The viewer will likely want to use
the first few minutes to work how
Doctor Who’s slant on the western
genre will create something new.
In place of the implied giant wasp
towering over Professor Peach, we
instead have the POV shots and
electronic eye of The Terminator
(1984). As a proposal for a genre
fusion, this is underwhelming,
given that the subgenre of the sci-fi
western is already well established,
with the cyborg depicted resembling
Yul Brynner’s android in the film
Westworld (1973).
There is a more fundamental problem with Doctor Who doing westerns,
however. It’s one thing to use the
scenery of the USA as a backdrop to
adventures, as had already been done
in series Three and Six, but it is quite
another for a uniquely British show
to try embracing a uniquely American
genre without being compromised
in the process. The only historical
precedent for this is unpromising,
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The Plot

The Doctor, Amy and Rory arrive in the
town of Mercy in the American West in
the aftermath of the Civil War. They are
quickly expelled, because the Doctor
matches the description (an “alien
doctor”) of a person the inhabitants know
the Gunslinger (Kahler-Tek) wants to
kill. The marshal, Isaac, lets them back
in because he is sheltering the real alien
doctor, a refugee named Kahler-Jex. The
Doctor goes to fetch the TARDIS in order
to escape but changes his mind to look
at Jex’s spaceship. There he discovers
that Jex is, apparently, a war criminal and
that Tek is one of his victims, seeking
revenge.
The Doctor confronts Jex, suddenly
snaps and drives him out of town. Amy
threatens the Doctor with a gun to let Jex
back in. The Doctor relents but not before
Tek arrives to execute Jex. Isaac saves
Jex at the cost of his own life and passes
on the marshal’s badge to the Doctor as
he dies. Tek, having previously gone to
great pains to avoid the loss of innocent
life, now tells the town he will kill them all
if they do not hand over Jex by noon the
next day.
The inhabitants of Mercy confront the
Doctor. One of them, Dockery, offers to
expel Jex and threatens to kill the Doctor
if he does not allow it. The Doctor faces
him down but shortly after that, Jex starts
another conversation with the Doctor
which becomes heated. Jex comes to
realise that his flight from justice has
cost lives and will cost more. When
Tek marches into town the next day,
Jex manages to escape but chooses to
commit suicide so that nobody else will
die. Tek becomes the new marshal of
Mercy.

given that the influential book Doctor Who–A Celebration (1983) singled out The
Gunfighters as the worst story ever. This was received wisdom at the time, based
upon the contemporary appreciation index scores for episodes two, three, and
four being the three lowest ever recorded. Although the Doctor Who Magazine
2014 poll ranks it as only the sixth-worst Hartnell serial, it is worth remembering
that it took five decades for it to climb to that position.
One can argue, however, that The Gunfighters was written and performed as a
send-up of the western genre. If so, A Town Called Mercy represents Doctor Who’s
first attempt at a Western, not its second. Perhaps The Gunfighters should more
correctly be described as a comedy based, like many Hartnell historicals, around a
well-known event, incorporating numerous historical characters as well as some
fictional ones. If one were to argue, as A Celebration did, that the British simply
can’t do westerns, then surely using Sergio Leone’s original sets in Spain, getting
Murray Gold to pastiche Ennio Morricone and hiring a well-known American scifi actor (Ben Browder of Farscape and Stargate SG-1, here playing major character
Isaac), must go some way towards avoiding the mistakes of 1966. In any case,
whether we wish to praise A Town Called Mercy or scorn it, we must do it for
reasons other than those of genre.

The Good

The response of A Town Called Mercy to its own sci-fi/western genre clash is
to literally pit the TARDIS crew against the inhabitants of Mercy as soon as they
arrive. When the wrong answer is given to the question “is you an alien?” they
are instantly expelled. It is unusual in twenty-first century Doctor Who for the
Doctor to be treated with such hostility when he arrives in a new location, since
the psychic paper usually removes all such problems. Instead, we witness the
unusual and refreshing sight of the Doctor anarchically rejecting the KEEP OUT
signs as just “suggestions” while relishing the “aggressive stares” as it gradually
dawns on Amy and Rory,
more streetwise than he,
that they may be in trouble.
Later on, when Jex
is being expelled, Isaac
unintentionally reminds
us of another reason why
Doctor Who and westerns
allegedly don’t mix when he
orders “everyone who isn’t
an American [to] drop your
gun”. The Doctor, having
adopted Britain as his home,
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famously never uses a gun (except when he does), but has now found himself
in the land of the second amendment at the most violent time in its history. He
has, however, just snatched a gun from Walter’s holster to underscore the depth
of his rage against Jex, and Amy in turn is holding a gun at him. Karen Gillan,
by accidentally firing her weapon twice, makes comedy gold out of the fact that
the TARDIS crew are the proverbial fish out of water. Despite this moment, the
Doctor still has to be reminded by the Preacher to put his gun belt on when
leaving his office to meet the Mercy residents. Later still, in the high noon
standoff with Tek, he teasingly air-fingers his gun with his right hand before
then grabbing, with his left, the instrument we feel more comfortable seeing him
use–his sonic screwdriver. Even in the most American of situations, the Doctor
maintains his more British identity, even in conflict with the genre he finds
himself in.
Identity is also key to religion, and for me, the most interesting part of the
otherwise unpromising cold open is Mas’s retort that his gods were once Tek’s
too. Has Tek lost divine protection as a result of the crimes he has been forced
to commit? If so, is that an even greater cruelty than the forced conversion
into a cyborg we can see? Is he even eternally damned? What will await him
in the afterlife if he finally ends the lonely life he is living now, shunned by the
community that raised him in Gabriah, for turning into a “monster”, as he puts it?
While we can’t be sure about Tek, we do know what Jex’s fate will be, in the
form of the remarkably haunting image he shares with the Doctor. His spirit
will climb a mountain carrying the souls of everyone he wronged in his life, and
so he will be holding his dead friend Isaac all that way too. The interesting idea
that penance must be linked to the person who has been wronged has profound
consequences for Jex. It
is for this reason that Jex
addresses Tek by name
just as the latter is about
to kill him. He also, much
to the Doctor’s frustration,
asks Tek where he is from
on Kahler, just before his
suicide. It is worth his while
getting to know his victims,
given that they will shortly
be spending a lot of time
together. This may be why
he keeps videos of all the
people he has killed along
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with their names on a drop
down menu in his spaceship.
He wants to know what his
afterlife will be like, and
remember how he got there,
before it is his time.

The Ugly

Jex is, in sequence, first
good, then bad, and finally
tragic. He starts as a meek
saintly refugee, before being
unmasked as an interplanetary version of Josef Mengele, who also spent his last
days on the run. Finally, when talking to the Doctor in his cell, he sheds his final
layer to reveal himself as a cursed man haunted by the screams of his victims.
The direction in that scene is remarkable. As Jex lies on his bed, recoiling from
the Doctor’s rage, director Saul Metzstein traps his face in a tight shot that
accentuates his expressions of terror, giving us deeper access to his emotion.
If being Mengele is not bad enough, and it certainly makes his claims to be
a father seem a little sick, Jex also has the secondary villain quality of being a
duplicitous coward. When he realises that the Doctor has discovered his secret,
he immediately plans to make a getaway using Amy as a human shield. He
has already pretended that his ship is very badly damaged, concealing from
the townsfolk the truth that his crimes are so great that the Kahler don’t want
him back. When his ship is revealed to be fully functional, he allows them to all
become decoys, copying his tattoo markings so that they share the risk with him
as he escapes. And, most unforgivable of all, once Tek threatens the whole town
of eighty residents, we are made to fear that it will be thanks to Jex that their
noble belief in Christian charity will result in their deaths.
Jex seems to have more to him even than the complex moral greyness you’d
expect from a western anti-hero. There is an ugly self-hatred which he channels
into goading the Doctor as a fellow sufferer of war guilt; it’s possible that Jex
rationalises it as hatred of the Doctor himself and if so, this echoes the Dream
Lord’s antipathy in Amy’s Choice (2010). The results of this fatal flaw could not
be more striking. When the Doctor acquiesces in Amy’s passionate defence of
Jex’s life, it provokes from him the rhetorical peroration that causes the Doctor
to expel Jex from the town. When the Doctor re-enters his office after facing
down a loaded gun in defence of his life, it causes Jex to slyly offer him a route
to heroism, in the eyes of the townsfolk, through cowardice: “you could turn a
blind eye”. This starts the row in which Jex comes to realise that he caused an
innocent person to die by postponing his spirit’s trip up the mountain. Having
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shared his fear of death, Jex is unwilling to end the discussion on a moment of
such intimacy, so he triumphantly declares that the Doctor is imprisoned by his
own morality.

A Fistful of Doctors

I hope I have convinced you that A Town Called Mercy is a great episode. I now
wish to go further (perhaps too far) and convince you that it is a very important
one, due to the extraordinary pressures the Doctor is put under. Although it may
be natural to think of The Day of the Doctor or The Time of the Doctor (both 2013)
as the mid-point of the Moffat tenure, a vantage point fourteen months earlier
enables us to look not only forward to the momentous events of the fiftieth
anniversary special and subsequent regeneration, but also back at some of the
key moments of the Davies era.
The Doctor explicitly rejects mercy while stood in a town named for it, bitterly
recalling two cruel ironies involving the continued survival of the Master and the
Daleks. The Doctor has many times merely defeated the Master when he could
have had him killed instead, and so ensured no further encounters. For example,
the Master is only held prisoner at the end of The Dæmons (1971), so he remains
alive to escape in The Sea Devils (1972), and Kronos spares his life in The Time
Monster (1972) only after the Doctor intervenes. The Doctor could have destroyed
all the Daleks in Genesis of the Daleks (1975). When he is finally able to try again,
at the end of the Time War, he can only do so at the cost of Gallifrey. When it
becomes clear that the Daleks survived after all, he remarks in The Parting of
the Ways (2005) that the Time Lords “died for nothing”. Similarly, when Isaac is
killed, the Doctor tells Jex that he is forced to stay as marshal to uphold the cause
for which Isaac died because otherwise “Isaac’s death would mean nothing”.
Looking forward, his time as marshal of Mercy echoes his centuries-long stay,
also resulting from an obligation to protect, at the siege of Trenzalore in The Time
of the Doctor.
Jex says he can see himself in the Doctor but likewise, it appears that the
Doctor can see himself in Jex. The stranger who has just given him an amateur
cold reading most likely doesn’t really know how the Time War ended. The
Doctor’s uncharacteristic fury seems to stem from remorse over the moment he
actually did have “the nerve to do what needs to be done” in destroying both his
own people and the Daleks. Having not yet seen it on screen, we can imagine that
he may have rationalised this action at the time, as Jex did, with the supposition
that it would save “millions of lives”, an argument familiar to those who ponder
Truman’s decision to bomb Hiroshima. He may also be recalling the moment
in The Parting of the Ways where he plans a human/Dalek double genocide and
then is mocked by the Emperor Dalek for his cowardice when he backs out.
Either way, it appears that the Doctor drives Jex out so forcefully because of the
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“one life [he’s] tried very hard to forget,” as he later describes it in The Day of the
Doctor. When he says he genuinely doesn’t know if he’ll pull the trigger, this is
particularly shocking, going against his declaration that he “never would” when
threatening Cobb with a gun at the end of The Doctor’s Daughter (2008) just after
Jenny dies.

For a Few Donnas More

In these situations, it is often the companions
who help the Doctor pull back from the brink.
Amy remarks that he has been travelling alone
for too long, picking up the theme started by
Donna in The Runaway Bride (2006) when, after
watching the death of the Racnoss babies and his
reaction to it, she says that he “need[s] someone
to stop [him]”. Indeed, the consequences of this
killing are made clear in Turn Left (2008), when it
turns out that without Donna’s intervention the
Doctor’s rage consumed him, leading to his death.
Amy returns to this theme in her goodbye letter in
The Angels Take Manhattan, telling him that he shouldn’t be alone. By acting as his
conscience in A Town Called Mercy, she anticipates Clara’s role in preventing him
from pressing the big red button in The Day of the Doctor. It’s important to note that
Amy’s exact words are that they should “find another solution” instead of handing
over Jex, or letting the town starve. Similarly, Clara doesn’t simply tell the Doctor
not to press the button. Instead, thanks to her prompting, the three Doctors find a
third way and thereby honour their creed to be “neither cruel nor cowardly”.
Even some moments of the Twelfth Doctor’s era are anticipated in A Town
Called Mercy. Isaac’s dying words to the Doctor are that he and Jex are both “good
men”, answering in the affirmative the question that the Doctor poses in Into the
Dalek (2014). The tense standoff with Dockery, which the Doctor reframes as his
attempt to preserve an eighteen-year-old’s innocence, has a different dynamic to
the Doctor’s memorable tirade against the unintended consequences of war in The
Zygon Inversion (2015) but the themes are nonetheless similar. Finally, we see Missy,
in Series Ten, tread the same road to redemption as Jex.
A Town Called Mercy is located equidistantly between two Moffat-penned
episodes that welcome and bid farewell to the longest-serving companions of
post-2005 Doctor Who. The showrunner does much to seed long-term plot arcs
throughout the stories he writes and we are used to paying attention to them but
in doing so, it is sometimes possible to miss how admirably the guest writers can
support the team effort. Of this, Whithouse’s script for A Town Called Mercy is a
prime example.
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Timeslip (1970-1971) is one of many ITV science fiction and fantasy
series seen as rivals to Doctor Who. With an audio revival from Big
Finish approaching, Andrew O’Day looks at its relationship with its
near-contemporary Doctor Who story Inferno, while Matthew Kilburn
considers some of its broader associations with Doctor Who

Time and Time Again

Doctor Who, Timeslip and Intertextuality
by Andrew O’Day

D

iscussions of the ATV children’s series Timeslip (1970-71) generally
position the programme in opposition to the BBC’s Doctor Who.
Timeslip was developed by Ruth and James Boswell, and instigated by Renee
Goddard (then head of scripts at ATV), for transmission on Monday afternoons at
5.20pm as the last ITV children’s programme of the day before the ITN evening
news bulletin. Its lead writer Bruce Stewart said their intention was to produce
a programme more rooted in contemporary issues than Doctor Who. (None of
those involved would have known anything about the shift in Doctor Who’s tone
and content intended for the 1970 season). As a series concerning contemporary
misuse of technology, Timeslip is more often compared with the BBC’s
Doomwatch (1970-72) than with the time-travelling Doctor, even though Timeslip
too involved journeys through time. However, there are connections between
Timeslip and Doctor Who, particularly regarding the serial Inferno (1970). This
article will explore this intertextuality, but as Timeslip was screened so shortly
after this Doctor Who it would be foolhardy to claim that one influenced the other.
Don Houghton’s Inferno begins on our Earth where Professor Stahlman is
drilling through the Earth’s crust to harness energies found near the Earth’s core.
After the first episode the Doctor is transported with the TARDIS console not
to a future version of this Earth, but rather, as he puts it, sideways to a parallel
Earth. The parallel world sees Great Britain as a fascist republic, paying homage
to George Orwell’s Nineteen eighty-four, where the Doctor encounters distorted
counterparts of the characters from ordinary Earth: the Brigadier’s double is the
Brigade Leader, complete with sinister eye-patch, and the scientist Liz Shaw’s
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double is the military officer Section Leader
Elizabeth Shaw. A poster reading ‘UNITY IS
STRENGTH’ is pinned to the wall and just
as in the BBC’s 1954 adaptation of Orwell’s
novel, a portrait of design department head
Roy Oxley was used as the face of future
autocrat Big Brother, a portrait of visual
effects department head John Kine from that
adaptation was placed here. The drilling on
this parallel Earth is more advanced, and
what the Doctor sees happen on this parallel
world is what would occur on our Earth were
Professor Stahlman not stopped. A sense of
doom is associated with the parallel world,
where the Doctor cannot put things right
and where all the counterparts meet their
demise as lava engulfs the world. However,
The outer slipcase of the most recent
the Doctor is able to escape back to our Earth
release of Timeslip on DVD, released by
Network in 2016
and although his warnings are, as in the
parallel world, ignored, Professor Stahlman
transforms into a Primord (creatures created by a scorching green ooze from the
drilling) before the Earth’s crust is penetrated and the Doctor kills him with a fire
extinguisher. There is hence a pattern of a space and time traveller witnessing
what would happen in the future and returning to the everyday to resolve
matters.
The first Timeslip serial, The Wrong End of Time, sees the children Simon
Randall and Liz Skinner go through a time barrier from 1970 into the past of the
1940s during the Second World War. There, they meet younger versions of Liz’s
father Frank and the mysterious Mr Traynor, here Frank’s commanding officer
in the Royal Navy. In the second serial The Time of the Ice Box, the children
encounter the first alternate future in an Antarctica of 1990, comparable with the
parallel Earth of Inferno, which provided a vision of what could happen on future
Earth. In The Time of the Ice Box, Simon and Liz are taken to a biological research
base where experiments are being carried out on human volunteers primarily
into producing the longevity drug HA57. At the research base, there are future
versions of Liz’s mother and Liz herself (an emotionless scientist known as Beth)
whereas in Inferno there were parallel versions of characters from the Doctor’s
Earth. Furthermore, Liz’s father Frank has been buried in the ice for a decade as
an experiment and this future Liz quite naturally wants to ensure never occurs.
The third serial, The Year of the Burn Up, provides another alternate future,
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again of the year 1990. Contrasting with the
cold future of The Time of the Ice Box, the
possible future in Burn Up sees Simon and
Liz arrive in an England which is covered
in tropical rainforest. Once again, there
is a future version of Liz and here also of
Simon. Liz’s older self is again Beth, but
unlike in the previous serial this Beth is a
character that Liz aspires to be like, a hippy
figure who lives in a village with others
who have rebelled against technocracy.
Simon’s older self, meanwhile, is known by
the number 2957, has usurped Commander
Traynor’s role as director of the Ministry
of Forward Development, and is hence
charged with implementing a master plan.
In revenge, Traynor sabotages the ministry’s
The inner cover of the Network DVD of
computer, which results in catastrophic
Timeslip, showing Liz and Simon, two
Traynors, Devereaux and Mr Skinner
global warming. Those in this future thus
seem doomed, corresponding with the end
of episode six of Inferno when those on the parallel Earth are engulfed by lava.
As Pete Boss notes ‘an alternate 1990 Britain [is] pitched somewhere between
the Wellsian and the Orwellian’ (Boss, 53) and in this way the serial also echoes
Inferno. Where in Inferno an elitist dictatorship with its own Big Brother figure
is overturned from underground as the green substance drawn from the Earth
by Stahlman’s project turns people into Primords who resemble the Morloks of
Wells’s The Time Machine, in The Year of the Burn-Up Beth’s pastoral Misfits can
be compared to Wells’s Eloi being overthrown by technocrats who with their
subjection of nature and landscape to the capabilities of machines are effectively
hyper-educated Morloks.
The final serial, The Day of the Clone, sees Simon and Liz in the present of
1970 and recent past of 1965, making sure that the alternate futures they have
witnessed do not occur. Timeslip thereby follows a similar pattern to Inferno
where the Doctor returns to our Earth and makes it so that events do not follow
those in the parallel world which were a possible future. In The Day of the Clone
it transpires that Traynor’s superior in 1965, Morgan C. Devereaux, is responsible
for the alternate futures that Simon and Liz have witnessed. Devereaux has
cloned Traynor, who was a threat to his project, But time can be rewritten so
that the dystopian futures do not occur and the real Traynor is released from his
prison in 1970 while his clone is disposed of in the time barrier by an invisible
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force.
The forms of Inferno and Timeslip differ. Twentieth-century Doctor Who is
a series of serials, comprising a certain number of episodes. Inferno is a sevenepisode serial, with each episode lasting approximately twenty-five minutes,
where the narrative of the parallel world and our Earth is self-contained.
Therefore, the following Doctor Who serial, which would actually start the next
season, was completely different. Timeslip is also a series of serials, with the
series lasting twenty-six episodes and each serial having its own title. However,
Timeslip differs from Inferno since the serials are not self-contained but all
contribute to an overarching narrative. Simon and Liz first visit the past and then
witness alternate futures in the first three serials, and then the fourth and final
serial is explanatory and involves things being put right so that the alternate
futures do not occur.
There are other Doctor Who serials which present alternate futures with
which Timeslip can be compared. Day of the Daleks (1972), for example, provides
a vision of an alternate future where the Daleks have enslaved mankind and it
is up to the Doctor to ensure that this does not happen. Later, in Pyramids of
Mars (1975), the Doctor provides Sarah Jane Smith with a devastating vision of
what the Earth would look like in her time of 1980 were Sutekh not stopped in
the early twentieth century. Post-2005 Doctor Who has also presented parallel
universes. There are also many other science fiction programmes that present
parallel worlds or alternate futures but the scope of this article has been limited
to comparing 1970 Doctor Who and its contemporary Timeslip in a way not done
before.
I’d like to thank Dr Matthew Kilburn for his encouragement with this article as well
as my muse Dr Anjili Babbar and Richard Harris and Tim Harris for their continued
friendship.
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Cyberworld or Nuthutch?

Dualities and debts in Doctor Who and Timeslip
by Matthew Kilburn

T

imeslip was broadcast between 28 September 1970 and 22 March 1971.
Over twenty-six weeks viewers watched as Liz Skinner (Cheryl Burfield)
and Simon Randall (Spencer Banks) travelled between their present of 1970 and
projections of different pasts and futures through a time barrier located by the
fence of a disused Second World War naval base. As the narrative develops it
becomes apparent they are exploring the career of the enigmatic Commander
Charles Traynor (Denis Quilley), Liz’s father’s commanding officer at the base in
1940, a manipulative but initially benign force in the present, and either absent or
a dangerously dualized participant in potential and actualized futures.
Timeslip is a touchstone both for children’s television drama of the period and
for science fiction and fantasy television. It is a multicamera video production,
like Doctor Who was for almost all its twentieth-century run, but uses video
cameras on location too rather than or as well as film. Some series had already
done this, such as the detective series Public Eye (1965-1975) when based in
Birmingham, but Doctor Who would not until Robot (1974/75). Although children’s
output was one of the least-developed parts of ATV, Timeslip benefited from
writers with strong track records–Bruce Stewart and Victor Pemberton–and an
imaginative in-house co-creator, Ruth Boswell, who script-edited the entire series.
Unlike Doctor Who, but anticipating later contemporary children’s series, it
spends a lot of time on relationships. The growing attachment between Liz and
Simon is underplayed, especially in the first serial when both Cheryl Burfield
(then eighteen) and Spencer Banks (then sixteen) seem to play well below their
actual ages, but there is a definite shift during the second serial. In the third serial,
The Year of the Burn-Up, Simon travels to the future on his own. Liz, in 1970, is
unable to explain to her parents why she wants to make sure Simon is all right, to
which her father responds that his little girl has suddenly become a big girl. It’s
in The Year of the Burn-Up that Cheryl was able to change out of her jumper and
tartan skirt and into an outfit which was still youthful but which was not trying
to pass her off as an early adolescent.
This maturing of Liz comes during the first of two stories in which she
meets versions of her future self. In The Time of the Ice Box Liz meets the cold,
methodical Beth, who underwent mental enhancement training, including drug
therapy ten years into Liz’s future and emerged as the loyal servant of a centrallydirected society who addresses her mother by her first name without any sign of
affection and who could only find a place for her father at the Ice Box by making
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him into a subject for an experiment in cryogenic suspension. Beth is a true
cyberwoman, adapted to a cybernetic society where relationships and resources
alike are closely regulated. Amidst technology, machines and clones, she is a loyal
technocrat with little independent identity.
Simon’s projected future is also as a technocrat, but in different circumstances.
He needs no training beyond marination in the bureaucracy of Traynor’s
Ministry of Forward Development. Perhaps consequently, he’s more susceptible
to supporting the Burn-Up’s Beth than the Ice Box’s Beth is to protecting her
family, although the deployment of traditional societal gender assumptions must
of course be a factor here. Ice Box’s Beth is masculinized by a society whose
leadership is represented by a male clone–this is a society which can, if it wants,
do without women (or indeed without gender). In contrast Beth of the Burn-Up
is a nurturer extreme, mother of a colony who have rebelled against technocracy
and who use technology sparingly, and who keeps the Simon of this future losing
the last traces of his compassion and empathy despite pressures from his place at
the apex of the scientific-administrative hierarchy.
Doctor Who could never quite make an entire story about the deception and
abuse of youth, despite this being a concern of the late 1960s and its anxiety
about the rise and the nature of youth culture, its inspiration and its betrayal.
It touched on the subject in The Enemy of the World (1967/68), The Dominators
(1968) and The Krotons (1968/69). Timeslip’s The Day of the Clone faces this head
on, revealing that the elderly inhabitants of a government research centre in
1970 were young people in 1965, aged prematurely by longevity drugs which
will never work. In Doctor Who terms, the project founded by Morgan Devereaux
wants to turn human beings into figures rather like the Time Lords of The War
Games, but the results of the project express the stagnation implicit in the great
powers such beings would wield, and includes the brutal failsafe of unpredicted
rapid ageing to which the unhappy students are sacrificed.
Timeslip’s limited run didn’t allow it to explore its own potential for longevity.
While Traynor’s final comments to Liz and Simon suggest that they might use the
time barrier again, the audience never find out whether they do, or whether as
they grow out of its secret they might pass it on to younger children. Its format
is tied to an awareness that a quarter of a century had passed since the end of
the Second World War; it considers the development of society and technology
since the war and displays scepticism about centrally-directed improvement and
its susceptibility to the vagaries of personal ambition, as well as questioning the
effectiveness of those who would claim, like Burn-Up Beth, that small is beautiful.
In this it is at odds with much Doctor Who of the early 1970s which celebrates
communal life on a small scale–see Colony in Space (1971) and The Green Death
(1973)–or expresses faith in liberal-minded technocracy, such as UNIT under the
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benevolent influence of the Doctor.
Timeslip endured in the memory of those
who watched it. A comic strip based on the
series endured for nearly two years in LookIn, the ‘Junior TV Times’, from the magazine’s
launch in January 1971 to December
1972. Although Liz and Simon were seen
off on their first adventure in Look-In by
Commander Traynor and Liz’s parents, with
Liz’s mother unable to maintain a telepathic
Liz and Simon as depicted in Look-In
link with her, this element was immediately
(6 February 1971) by Mike Noble, who
dropped and Liz and Simon embarked on a
illustrated the Timeslip strip for its first six
series of adventures with little or no relation
months, when it was in colour
to the present day. Commander Traynor
resurfaced in the fourth Look-In story as an eccentric motivated by the hope of
finding treasure in a seventeenth-century shipwreck, with the children travelling
back in time of their own volition to establish the ship’s location. Liz and Simon
were drawn as children of about ten or eleven, more identifiable from the point of
view of the target audience of Look-In. Nevertheless, Cheryl Burfield and Spencer
Banks made appearances as themselves in Look-In too, in Cheryl’s case as a cover
star. Look-In launched at the same time as Countdown, a ‘space age comic’ with
similar glossy production values, which included a Doctor Who strip; the two
series were in more direct competition in illustrated form than they ever were on
television.
Lastly, another print incarnation of Timeslip perhaps more greatly influenced
the direction of Doctor Who. In 1970 Pan Books published Timeslip, a novelization
of the first two serials (right). It was one of a small number of books from Pan
aimed at a young readership tying in with film and television programmes.
In 1971 this range expanded into a new children’s
paperback imprint, Piccolo, which included a reissue
of the Timeslip book. The 1972 wave of Piccolo titles
included The Making of Doctor Who, the first non-fiction
book about Doctor Who. Its authors Terrance Dicks and
Malcolm Hulke became the mainstays of the Doctor
Who novelizations which rival children’s imprint Target
began publishing in 1973. The Timeslip novelization is at
least close kin to the Doctor Who fiction range, and the
news that Big Finish will shortly be releasing their own
Timeslip series on audio makes that relationship even
closer.
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The Doctor, Graham, Ryan and Yaz struggle to
bring balance to a troubled dimension, in...

Equilibrium
By Philip Holdridge

PART TWO

The Story so Far...
Only eleven and a bit seasons after Survival, the Doctor and her friends
have finally found just where the tea is getting cold. Or rather, should be.
After a trip for Ryan’s birthday gets interrupted by a distress call, the team
find themselves landing on a world in a state of balance, where nothing
can change. Their rescue of the crew of the crashed spaceship Sisyphus
goes surprisingly well, until, as they try to dematerialise, they find that
everything has suddenly become rather repetitive...

And now... something completely similar...

T

en minutes later, the Doctor was still trying to dematerialise
the TARDIS. “The gap in spacetime must be closing. Don’t worry though,
if…” She was interrupted by a loud beeping from the TARDIS console.
“What does that mean?” asked Dalz.
“Are we under attack?” asked another crewmember. There was a sudden
panic as everyone started asking questions at once, and talking to each other.
The Doctor checked the screens on the console. Even she wasn’t sure what this
particular alarm meant.
“Quiet!” the Doctor shouted, and waited for everyone to calm down, “it’s just
the timer on the oven.”
“Ah,” said Graham, “that will be the cake done,” and walked off down a corridor.
“This place is weirder than outside,” said Munith.
Graham returned, “It wasn’t cooked,” he said, “there must be something
wrong with the oven.”
“Or more likely, something wrong with physics,” the Doctor suggested.
“There’s something out there that’s causing all this, and we need to find it and
Background from https://pixabay.com/photos/bark-trunk-pattern-texture-natural-918457/
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stop it before we all get trapped here. Dalz, Ryan and Graham, you go uphill.
Me, Yaz, Munith and Jacen will go downhill. The rest of you, check the forest
nearby.”
“I’ve already said: I won’t take orders from you,” said Dalz.
“That’s not an order,” said the Doctor, “it’s a piece of advice. A really
important piece of advice that you’ll want to follow if you ever want to get out
of here. And here’s some more advice: never repeat yourself. Never say the
same thing twice; never retrace your steps; and keep checking on each other to
make sure they’re doing the same. Any questions?”
One of the crew, Eheve, raised a hand. “What exactly are we looking for?”
she asked.
“I don’t know, but you’ll sort of know when you see it... hopefully,” the
Doctor replied, “I notice you all have communicators, give us a call when you
find something.” She waited for more questions. Nobody had any. “All right
then, let’s get a shift on!” the Doctor said encouragingly. The crew chattered
apprehensively as they filed out through the relatively small TARDIS doors.
The Doctor drew Yaz, Graham and Ryan together at one side of the room and
whispered quickly, “I’m going to investigate the ship. I think that Dalz is hiding
something; I know what people like him are like. I need him kept out of the
way while I find out what.”
The Doctor and company boarded the Sisyphus via a hatchway cut into the
hull. Light from the outside only penetrated a few metres into the corridor and
they soon found themselves relying on torchlight. “I’d like to have a look at the
engines first,” said the Doctor.
“I still don’t know why you need to see them,” said Jacen, leading the way,
“I can give you all the statistics.” They wandered down a bleak corridor, the
torchlight unveiling nothing but featureless walls and pipes running along
the ceiling. The corridor opened out into a larger room where a mesh floor
surrounded a large block of complex machinery. The Doctor walked along its
side, shining her torch up and down its surface.
“What are you looking for?” asked Yaz.
“Anything that might be causing these weird time loops. This is a hyperspace
engine: it doesn’t just push the ship forward through space, it manipulates
space itself. That kind of thing might be able to cause what we’re seeing if
there’s some kind of fault, or if someone’s tampered with it.”
“Ah, I see now,” said Munith, “do you want us to look as well?”
“That would be helpful,” said the Doctor. Munith and Jacen walked off in
the opposite direction, torches pointing up and down the sides of the engine as
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they went.
“What about me?” asked Yaz, “I don’t know anything about hyperspace.”
“Don’t think I brought you here for no reason,” said the Doctor, “doing a
repetitive job like this could easily get me stuck in a loop, and I need you to
help make sure that doesn’t happen.”
“How?”
“You could tell a story,” suggested the Doctor, “stories are good. With a clear
progression of events from start to finish, you’re unlikely to repeat yourself.”
Yaz thought about what stories she knew. One very quickly popped into her
head: “Once upon a time,” she began, “there was an emperor who could not
sleep. He called in his storyteller and asked, “Tell me a story.” The storyteller
began, “Once upon a time, there was an emperor who could not sleep…”
“Maybe not that story,” said the Doctor.
“Oh, of course,” Yaz looked embarrassed, “sorry, Doctor, it was just the first
thing that came into my head.”
“No doubt whatever’s causing all this put it in your head. It’s affecting our
behaviour so that we fall into its traps,” said the Doctor, “It really is a nasty
piece of work.”
Yaz drew closer and spoke quietly, “But surely it can’t be these people who
are behind it. They were stuck in the time loops as well.”
“They’re not causing it deliberately, but all it takes is a botched repair, or
a captain who puts profits over safety, to cause it accidentally. Anyway, how
about we play a game? Word disassociation: we each take it in turns to say a
word that’s completely unconnected to the one before, and most importantly,
without saying the same word twice. I’ll start: TARDIS.”
“Tree,” said Yaz.
“That’s a connection, the TARDIS has disguised itself as a tree before.”
“What, how?”
“The chameleon circuit changes the TARDIS exterior to blend in with its
environment. Well, it used to, anyway. It broke ages ago,” the Doctor explained,
running her hand over a panel of lights that had been dead for millennia, “ok,
you start this time.”
Ryan, Graham and Dalz neared the top of the hill. The vegetation thinned
and gave way to bare, black rock. They looked back at the landscape of rolling
hills. Below them was the yellow form of the spaceship Sisyphus, looking,
despite its size, like no more than a wasp from such a height. Off to their right,
they could see the stream become a river, and meander off through distant
countryside.
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“If it weren’t for the spaceship, we could almost be in the Peak District,” said
Graham.
“Yeah, I know where I’d rather be though,” added Ryan.
“This Peak District place is a lot safer is it?” asked Dalz.
“It is, but I’d rather be here. I’m standing here, on an alien planet. Anybody
can go to the Peak District, but how many people get to do this?”
Dalz looked a little confused. “Nearly everyone I know,” he said. The three
continued up the hill until they reached the lip of a crater. Peering cautiously
into it, they saw, below them, a pool of lava, no wider than a large pond, but
many times as terrifying. Its unusually still surface emitted a faint orange glow.
“I’m no expert on volcanoes but shouldn’t it be hotter around here?” asked
Graham.
“Well I’m not complaining,” said Dalz, “if the lava doesn’t want to cook us to
death then who are we to argue with it? Come on, let’s go.”
“I still think it’s worth telling the Doc about,” said Graham.
Dalz had already started walking. He turned his head and said over
his shoulder, “Forget about the Doctor. We don’t need to bother her with
something as trivial as that.”
Having checked the engines, the Doctor had decided that the cargo hold was
the next place to look. The Doctor lifted the lid of a lead-lined packing case and
pointed her sonic screwdriver down at its contents. The cargo hold was filled
with boxes just like it, stacked up nearly to the ceiling.Each one was filled with
tiny crystals, like greenish yellow grains of salt.
The sonic screwdriver made a whirring sound as it scanned the crystals. “A
high-energy crystalline fuel,” said the Doctor, “mildly radioactive.”
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“I could have told you that,” said Munith, “the captain doesn’t keep his cargo
a secret. He calls it Dalzite, after himself of course.”
The Doctor shut the lid again, “Well I don’t trust your captain. I wouldn’t
have just taken his word for it.”
“Dalz isn’t really like that; he’s just a little narcissistic,” Munith explained.
“He’s cutting corners anyway,” said the Doctor, “these boxes aren’t fully
radiation-proof. We should be safe for…”
Yaz suddenly interrupted, “Hold on, what’s happened to Jacen?” The three
glanced up and down the aisle. He was nowhere to be seen.
“Jacen!” Munith called out as loudly as she could, then added, at her normal
volume, “he’s probably just seen something and got distracted.” They set out to
look for him, checking every aisle and calling as they went. They approached a
corner and heard a scuffling sound coming from just around it. “Jacen!” cried
Munith again, but it wasn’t Jacen. Jacen was, as Munith predicted, distracted
by something he had seen: muddy animal tracks that covered the otherwise
spotless metal floor.
Dalz, Ryan and Graham were halfway down the opposite side of the hill,
where they were once again surrounded by trees and the sound of birds. One
bird in particular caught their attention. It sounded quite a way off, but at the
same time easily stood out above all the others. It’s call was a lot less beautiful
though, sounding more like a car horn than an animal.
“Can you hear that?” asked Ryan. They all stopped and listened.
“Sounds like a Polgregan bison,” said Dalz.
“That’s just what I was thinking,” said Graham. As the sound drew nearer,
the sound of other birds died away, until the loud honking was all they could
hear. Suddenly, there it was, perched on a thick branch high above them.
It became silent, and gazed down, ominously, with its deep black eyes. Its
broad, grey bill was as long as its swan-sized body and its forest green wings
were flecked with streaks of crimson. They hung, slightly opened, like a cloak
around its body, while its feet seemed to be made entirely out of sharp claws.
Its mouth opened wide, and let out a terrifying squawk.
Eheve had only been a crewmember of the Sisyphus for eighteen trillion
years. It may seem like a long time, but it had to be noted that all but three
months of that time had been spent stuck on an alien planet, and that this was
still her first voyage. After several minutes of searching, she suddenly realised
that she couldn’t remember the way back to the TARDIS. She had panicked
and frantically tried to retrace her steps, eventually finding it again. Eheve
sighed with relief and leaned against the TARDIS door. The squirrel was still
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there, burying its nut and digging it up again.
“Hello little squirrel,” said Eheve, walking over to it. The squirrel had been
about to bury the nut again, but instead froze. Its nose twitched, and its front
paws loosened their grip, letting the nut fall to the ground. The squirrel turned
to face Eheve, who started to back away uneasily. It stared vacantly, its tufted
ears quivering. “I’m sorry, didn’t mean to scare you,” Eheve said soothingly. The
squirrel leapt forward, baring its teeth while its eyes gleamed with insanity.
Munith turned and ran when she saw it, with the others not far behind.
A huge bear covered in thick orange fur, with eight powerful legs and one
large head that overflowed with teeth. It bounded after them. It moved with
terrifying speed, but its weight, and the smooth floor, made it very slow at
turning corners. The three dived down aisle after aisle. It always seemed right
behind them. They could hear its grunting sounds, and pounding footsteps,
almost on top of them now. In one last attempt to shake it off they turned in
unison down an aisle to their right. They crashed straight into Jacen, who was
still following the trail of footprints and was oblivious to the commotion until
it was literally on top of him. The bear kept going, its claws eventually bringing
it to a halt. It turned and advanced on them.
Eheve grabbed at the squirrel, pulling its claws off her skin. The squirrel
fell to the ground and prepared another attack, but she landed a forceful kick
that sent it flying into a tree. She ran into the TARDIS and slammed the door
behind her. Once she’d caught her breath, she spoke into her communicator:
“Look out everyone, the animals here are vicious. I was just attacked by a
squirrel outside the Doctor’s ship.” The Doctor’s party were too busy running
from a bear to hear the message, but she got a snide response from Dalz.
Ryan ducked as the bird swooped down through the space where his head
had just been. It landed on another thick branch behind them.
Eheve’s voice came on Dalz’s communicator, “Look out everyone, the
animals here are vicious…”
“We could have done with knowing that a little sooner,” replied Dalz. He
bent down and picked up a long, thin stick. “Come on, arm yourself,” he said to
Graham and Ryan.
“What do you expect to do with that?” said Graham.
Dalz waved the stick around in a way that tried to be threatening. The bird
turned its head to face him and let out a shriek. Dalz backed away slowly, still
waving his stick to no avail. His back came up against something solid, the
bark of a tree. “Come on then,” he taunted, though his tone of voice said the
opposite. The bird spread out its wings and leapt from its branch, gliding down
towards him. Dalz was determined to stand his ground and fight, but as the
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vicious beak drew closer and he wielded his pathetic stick, barely looking like a
twig in his hands now, he realised that that was perhaps not such a good idea.
He dodged to one side, just as the bird crashed into the tree where he had been
standing. It lay unconscious on the floor. Graham, Ryan and Dalz took their
chance and fled, as fast as they could back towards the TARDIS.
As the eight-legged bear approached, Yaz climbed the stack of boxes. They
were in one of the places where boxes had been removed, and so she could
easily climb it like a staircase. The bear came closer, its attention fixed on
the Doctor in particular. With all her strength, Yaz pushed one of the boxes
towards the edge of the stack.
The Doctor glanced up and saw a big box of Dalzite crystals hanging half
off the edge of the stack above them, right above the bear. “Yaz, no! Those are
flammable!” It was too late. The box tumbled down, hitting the bear just above
its back pairs of legs, and sending crystals spilling out all over the floor. Sparks
and flames danced across the crystals for a second, but then went out.
The Doctor looked a little puzzled for a second, but then it all made
sense. “It’s the Laws of Thermodynamics! These time loop things we’ve been
observing, you’ve got to break the Second Law of Thermodynamics to have
them! It states that entropy is always increasing in a closed system until it
reaches equilibrium, and so to have the same thing happening repeatedly
forever is just impossible. The sugar not dissolving, the cake not cooking, the
fire not igniting, those are just necessary side effects!”
The bear was incapacitated, but still alive. It spoke, “Yes. I see what the other
worlds do. They let entropy run its course, and eventually they succumb to heat
death. They die and become just an empty void of thermodynamic equilibrium.
But not me. I choose to live forever. I manipulate the laws of physics so that I
can repeat myself; so that I do not die. Until you came along, that is. You are
ruining everything!”
“Who exactly is talking right now?” asked Yaz.
“I am this world,” said the bear again, “this miniature universe; I control
every part of it. This creature is just a part of me. I can send other beasts to
destroy you.”
“But just think about what you’re doing,” said the Doctor, “you’re trying
to live forever by just repeating yourself for eternity? You might live for long
after every single other world has died, but you won’t have achieved anything!
Wouldn’t you rather live and die but have done something worthwhile in
between?”
“No!” the very air itself seemed to shout, “I won’t listen to pathetic mortals. I
will destroy you!”
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“I think now might be a good time to get out of here,” suggested Munith.
The Doctor agreed and seized a communicator, “Everyone back to the
TARDIS now!”
The injured squirrel outside put up no resistance to the crowd of people
who rushed into the TARDIS. Eheve sat, leaning against the TARDIS console.
She looked a mess but wasn’t seriously injured. The Doctor stood facing
everyone. She had a plan, or at least, part of one. “This planet is sentient,
and it’s controlling the laws of thermodynamics. It tries to suppress any kind
of combustion, but I think if we make a big enough explosion, we could
overwhelm it, and then maybe it will be weakened enough to allow us to
escape. I’m pretty sure it will work. Well, a bit sure anyway, if only we can work
out how.”
“One thing we noticed on our little expedition,” said Graham, “was that this
hill is a volcano.”
The Doctor’s eyes lit up, “Then I know exactly what to do.”
The TARDIS materialised in the cargo hold of the Sisyphus. The door
opened and the crew poured out, seizing as many boxes they could carry and
hauling them back through the door. They needed as many as they could get.
In the distance, they heard the howl of animals, sent to hunt them down. The
planet itself was working against them. As they began to hear the pounding
footsteps echoing as the creatures entered the hold, everyone dropped what
they were carrying and fled for the TARDIS, hoping that what they had would

Goodbye Universe!
Adapted from Public Domain - G.E. Ulrich and USGS - https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Puu_oo.
jpg and CC BY-SA 2.0 - Peter Tarleton - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Derbyshire_Police_Box_at_Crich.
jpg
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be enough. The door slammed. The beasts howled triumphantly.
Suddenly, the TARDIS was hovering over the crater, tilted on its side. The
Doctor pulled a lever and the doors opened. Everybody held on tight, and held
their breath, as the boxes slid out of the door, tumbling into the lava below. The
door closed again, and just in time. The world was taken a little by surprise,
and though it fought back with all its strength, the explosion was too big to
contain. The hill didn’t just erupt, it exploded, sending shards of rock and
lumps of molten rock flying. The ground cracked, and the whole planet shook.
It tore a hole in time and space itself which the TARDIS flew proudly through,
at last escaping back to its own universe.
It materialised back at Graham’s. A while later, the Doctor and Ryan were
standing in Graham’s kitchen talking. The living room was, after all, too full of
astronauts to fit them in. “Not such a bad birthday after all, is it?” the Doctor
asked.
“I’ve had worse, at least,” he replied.
Jacen entered the kitchen. “I couldn’t have a cup of tea, could I? Only I’ve
been wanting one for a very long time…”

Epilogue

Cracks spread out across the whole surface of the planet, and the whole of its
crust collapsed into an ocean of molten rock that surged with waves as high as
mountains. In a few hours, there occurred what an ordinary planet would have
done over billions of years, as the surface solidified into seas and mountains.
Trees and other plants sprouted and grew in a matter of minutes, and the
world was just as it had been before. Through the crack in space and time that
still lay open, a yellow cargo ship accidentally strayed into this small universe
and came to an emergency stop in a small valley. If you looked closely at its
scorched paintwork, you could quite easily make out the name, ‘Sisyphus.’

The End

as much as there can be one
Tides is always open to new
fiction, so if you have any ideas,
please get in touch with the
editors to discuss them. We look
forward to hearing from you

Adapted from Free-Photos - https://pixabay.
com/photos/airplane-wrecked-plane-aircraft-731126/
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Found in the Dark
Blue Dimension

Most of the images in this article by Francis Stojsavljevic

A

James Ashworth reports on the Oxford Doctor Who Society’s
Thirtieth Anniversary Party on 28 April 2019

thirtieth birthday is a notable achievement for anyone. Whether it’s 1560 weeks, or
10,957 days, it’s a significant milestone in a life. The same is also true, perhaps more so, for
societies, especially with their fluctuating popularities, and, more crucially, memberships. This
year, the Oxford Doctor Who Society celebrated its thirtieth, sharing that landmark with Patrick
Troughton’s grandson Harry Melling. While I can’t speak for Mr Melling, the society has seen a lot
in its thirty years, including the demise of the show it honoured, and its subsequent rebirth. As
such, it was time for the occasion to be marked with a proper get together…
While there had been furtive mentions and the odd discussion of a thirtieth anniversary
party, it took until the very end of 2018 for organisation to begin in earnest. Beginning on 27
December, a crack team of agents who bore a striking resemblance to the WhoSoc committee
assembled. The first action of this team was settling upon the date of 28 April for the party, close
enough to the Society’s founding yet also skirting any collections and exams Trinity had to offer.
It was a resounding success, until we later realised, after much of the organisation had taken
place, that it clashed with the Capitol Convention, unfortunately preventing some alumni from
attending. As the Doctor says, “never give up…”
The date also had some other unintended consequences, with one in particular coming in
the form of a location. Initially, the celebration was planned to be a garden party, much like
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the twenty-fifth anniversary. However, private green space is hard to come by in Oxford, and
our prime target, Worcester College, was unwilling to host a party involving alcohol during
the run-up to exam season, even at the start of term. Lady Margaret Hall, the venue of the
previous party, was out of our price range, leaving us to settle on the Victorian surroundings of
Mansfield College’s hall. As for the meal, a variety of venues were considered, with everything
from the Randolph Hotel to Jamie’s Italian on the list at one stage or another. In the end, the
best combination of price, offering and location came in the form of Quod on High Street, with a
meal hosted in its Gallery Room. With this booked on 20 February, we were rapidly approaching
the party itself, but were missing a crucial element. After all, what’s a party without any guests?
Invitations were sent out far and wide to all the members we still had tabs on, be that via
email, social media, or even a letter. However, we found that many members, especially from
the early days of the society, were missing from our records. Were they lost, or just trying to hide
from us? Fortunately, the long arm of the society, or in this case, Matthew Kilburn, was able to
reach down into Who fandom (and LinkedIn and Facebook and Twitter - Matthew) and catch up
with many members we’d fallen out of touch with. We also searched back through the archives,
finding out exactly who our honorary members were, eventually compiling a tally of eighteen,
including Bakers Tom and Colin, Terrance Dicks, and Terry Molloy. Invitations were sent out, and
while most were unable to make it, we were pleased to host Jeremy Bentham, Daniel Blythe and
Matt Fitton at the event, while Andrew Smith unfortunately had to drop our at the last minute
due to a severe case of the flu. Some of our honorary members were also able to be present in
spirit, with John Leeson sending over autographed photos for attendees, while Katy Manning
recorded a special video for the occasion. It was almost time for the party to begin…
28 April began much like any other day. In Spain, a general election was taking place, while a
dive into the Mariana Trench would break the world record for depth. In Oxford, it was overcast
as the sun crept up into the sky, perhaps reflecting the trepidation of the organisers. As the
clock ticked towards 2pm, it brightened up, but their hearts were still heavy. The hall had been
decorated, the stash laid out, the screen prepared. But would anyone arrive? At first, there was
but a trickle, but it soon became a regular flow as members past and present arrived, pursued
by an anxious treasurer who was making sure they’d paid! As guests continued to turn up, the
treasurer retired to behind the stash stand,
while the entertainments began. Alongside
conversations between friends old and new,
there was an abridged history of the society
(a version of which is found elsewhere in this
issue), a screening of an animated episode
of The Wheel in Space Episode 1, and a quiz,
which the author now realises was probably
made too difficult for a party! For four hours,
WhoSoc was in its own Argolis, minus the
How would this event commemorate the society without murder and galactic domination, as we
the attendees watching something?
celebrated the society we were all a part of.
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Above: Matthew Kilburn delivers his history of the
society at Mansfield

At Quod: left to right, sometime president, secretary
and treasurer Adam Povey, Adam Kendrick and
Georgia Harper

Also at Quod: former Doctor Who Monthly
contributing editor Jeremy Bentham, erstwhile vicepresident Glyn Kennington and early member Ruth
Clark

There were also some particularly touching
moments, foremost being Adam Stephens’s
toast to the group he had co-founded some
thirty years ago.
Once the snacks had vanished, the drinks
demolished, and a group photo taken,
attendees were whisked away to Quod. While
Mansfield may have been departed, attendees
were suitably wined and dined over their
three courses, with a few short toasts for good
measure. At this point, the committee were
relaxing, assuming themselves safe from any
slip-ups. And thankfully, they were. Attendees
began to slip away to a mysterious place known
only as the real world, while a hardy few, in timehonoured WhoSoc tradition, continued onwards
to the Mitre, raising one final glass to the society.
Bar a few last things to sort out, the committee
breathed a sigh of relief – they’d done it.
Though this may be published many months
after the party itself has ended, the memories of
the day remain some of my fondest at WhoSoc.
It wouldn’t have been possible without the
time and effort of everyone, not least my fellow
committee members, but also of everyone who
came to celebrate the occasion. Julian Mander
(president, 1992-93) even managed to make an
impact without attending, generously donating
to the party’s costs. With a new series of Doctor
Who over the horizon, and the society entering
into a new academic year, we can only hope to be
back for the fortieth anniversary in 2029!
Below: at the Mitre, current president Victoria Walker
caught talking to predecessor eight times removed Adam
Povey. Image: Matthew Kilburn

Still at Quod: Rebecca Aspin, Oli Jones, current
publicity officer Dahria Kuyser, Matthew Kemp,
George Wedlake
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Adapted from CC BY 2.0 - Tejvan Pettinger - https://www.flickr.com/photos/tejvan/5179350822

In an article three decades in the making, Peter Lewin-Jones reveals the favourites
t the thirtieth anniversary celebration of the Oxford Doctor Who Society, I
asked current and returning members to write down memories of their time at
the society. This was supplemented by the age-old questions of what their favourite Doctor
Who stories are, and who “their” Doctor is. I’ve collected these together, and so can now share
the standout moments of the first thirty years of the society, as well as seeing how its opinion
differs between the wilderness years and today.
Of course, ever since the society’s earliest
days, episode watching has been an integral
part, be that on physical copies or, more
recently, certain streaming services. Certain
stories stuck in the minds of members from
all generations, be that well-respected classics
like City of Death and The War Machines, or those
with a certain ‘Je ne sais Quoi’ – The Horns of
Nimon, for instance. For older members, there
was a special quality associated with early serials such as The Tomb of the Cybermen, watched in
1992 shortly after its recovery. Meanwhile. one long-standing fan described watching an nth
generation black and white VHS copy of The Armageddon Factor, with the society getting stuck
in its own timeloop as the tape got stuck and looped! For newer members, the ability to watch
classic Who was particularly valued, with one member having very fond memories of watching
The Happiness Patrol with the society.
One activity unique to the recent generations of the society is the opportunity to watch
brand new Doctor Who as it aired. Series Ten, the society’s first attempt, was watched by a
small but faithful group in Worcester College JCR, with one describing how, being on door
duty, they always had to rush over at the last second and so missed a bit of the start. From

TVs adapted from Pixabay - Tomasz_Mikolajczyk - https://pixabay.com/photos/tv-antique-monument-1639240/

A

and highlights of the society from 1989 to the present day
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this time standing out in the cold, they have
come to the conclusion that Doctor Who
belongs in the spring! For Series Eleven, having
honed our promotional ability, we had much
larger numbers joining us, with a viewing
of The Woman Who Fell To Earth in Worcester
JCR being so crammed as to have, in the
opinion of one member, probably broken
Viewers crammed in for Jodie Whittaker’s debut fire regulations! After this squished start,
we expanded to Mansfield auditorium for the Image Credit: Oxford Doctor Who Society
rest of the series, allowing us to watch with people who were equally excited in another great
experience.
But of these stories, which came in for the
most praise? Members’ favourite stories were
spread widely across all eras of the show, with
many stories mentioned by just one person.
Amongst the stories with several fans from
the old era were the aforementioned City of
Death, alongside Inferno, The Caves of Androzani
and Genesis of the Daleks, with one member
specifying the latter’s LP version in particular!
There was even one mention of The Trial of a Time Lord, even if the memory specified that they
regretted watching it the next day! Remembrance of the Daleks, meanwhile, was unique in
having multiple fans across society eras.
For members joining after the launch of new Who, it is perhaps unsurprising that the
most mentioned stories are from this era, including The Day of the Doctor, Heaven Sent,
Blink and several stories from Series Five. However, that’s not to say that Classic Who is
excluded completely, with two classic stories with multiple new era fans are The War Games
and Earthshock, both of which have been watched recently by the society. Finally, we must
acknowledge the recently graduated member who listed the Ninth Doctor as their favourite,
before revealing that all five of their favourite stories are from Series One.
Members across both eras also mentioned stories not broadcast on TV. Older members had
a penchant for The Curse of Fatal Death, The Tides of Time (the comic, not this fanzine) and Apathy
of the Daleks, a satirical story which is from this fanzine (#6, to be exact - Eds.). Newer members,
meanwhile, had a tendency towards Big Finish and novels, including Scherzo, The Chimes of
Midnight and The Holy Terror from the former, with the Eighth Doctor Adventure The Crooked
World representing the latter. The popularity of Big Finish amongst new members could be to
do with the launch of the Big Who Listen (See Tides #41 for more – Eds.)
Aside from episodes, I also asked who the members considered to be “their” Doctor. This,
unsurprisingly, gave the biggest divide between the two groups, with Tom Baker the most
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popular choice from the 90s fans, while it was David Tennant and Matt Smith for newer fans.
However, there was support for Doctors from the “other” era, with Eccleston, Tom Baker and
Matt Smith having fans from across the divide. One new member pushed the bounds of the
questions by mentioning the DoctorDonna as a candidate for their favourite!
From the old members, the events
mentioned most often were the special
guests in the early days on the society. Sophie
Aldred was a surprise guest who appeared to
a packed room early in the society’s life, and
clearly left a big impression, with one member
having their hand signed by her (See a
retrospective in the Tides of Time Special Edition
Summer Vacation 2019 – Eds.)! Also mentioned
were John Leeson and Lalla Ward, with one member apparently remembering the latter as
“being rude about Matthew Waterhouse”! Finally, there was a memory of Jeremy Bentham,
one of the special guests at the thirtieth anniversary itself, bringing his slide projector for a
much earlier talk!
The 90s, it seems were ripe with anecdotes, including the controversial idea of deigning to
watch things other than Doctor Who, such as Sapphire and Steel, Doomwatch, or The Prisoner. In
order to watch these, there were significant logistics mentioned behind the scenes, including
the difficulty in lugging an enormous TV set to meetings; the importance of getting the best
seat in Christ Church’s Lecture Room Two before it got busy (the window at the back, for any
errant time travellers reading); and the production of membership cards, which required the
president’s signature before being covered in sticky back plastic, “the poor man’s lamination”.
The committee itself was involved in these shenanigans, be it thinking up amusing story
descriptions for the term card; the “assassination” of the fourth president, or the posting of
what, in the opinion of one member, was “really remarkably inappropriate publicity in every
college”!

‘They’re the winners. That’s what they are. The Episodes Victorious.’
—the Tenth Doctor, if he was discussing the most mentioned episodes
in our members poll
1st: Heaven Sent –five votes
2nd: The War Games, Genesis of the Daleks, City of Death, Remembrance of the Daleks,
The Day of the Doctor –four votes
3rd: The Caves of Androzani, Bad Wolf/The Parting of the Ways, Blink –three votes
4th: The Mind Robber, Inferno, Pyramids of Mars, The Horns of Nimon, Earthshock,
Human Nature (including the novel)/The Family of Blood, Silence in the Library/Forest of
the Dead, Stolen Earth/Journey’s End, The Pandorica Opens/The Big Bang, The Impossible
Astronaut/Day of the Moon, The Doctor’s Wife , A Good Man Goes to War, World Enough
and Time/The Doctor Falls –two votes
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Fanzines also has a special place for older members, with members recalling the sharing
of production gossip gleaned from various titles in the pre-internet days of fandom. Tides was
also remembered from the early days, with one member mentioning their contributions to
early issues, even if they were “reviews and piece of fiction they would probably disown now” if
they still had copies!
From the new era, there were several mentions lauding the committee, and as a former
president, I wholeheartedly endorse this. There were memories of great, if uncontested,
elections, hosting visitors as well as the weekly faithful, and the many trips to the pub that
still form a crucial part of the society’s social life, though many members opt for non-alcoholic
options now. Freshers’ week also holds a special place for recent members of the society,
whether it was the then-president dressed as a Dalek, the worries about organising freshers’
drinks, and the subsequent pride of “our little society filling a room with fans”. There were
memories of society email puns, trips to destinations such as Cardiff, and chatting with the
older members that were still around!
Relations with other societies were
mentioned in different ways from both eras.
In the early days, food took a big role, with
one group heading over from Taruithorn
committee meetings often stopping at the
“Carfax chippy for chips and a curry roll for
dinner”, something new members can’t
experience as said chippy is sadly no more.
For others, it was the food after meetings,
such as “veggie kebabs from the kebab van” outside Christ Church. More recently, members
of the society fondly remember crewdates, regarded by one member as “the most inclusive”
in Oxford. There have also been quizzes with groups both near and far, be that the Geek Quiz
hosted by the society, or the joy of winning against Cambridge in the Varsity Quiz, which was
“lots of fun”.
One peculiar tangent between eras has been anecdotes of being told to leave a venue after
something was ejected through an opening. For older members, this was Matthew Peacock
being thrown “through a window, and being banned from that college”! For newer members,
this took place on one of the aforementioned crewdates, where the assembled members of
WhoSoc and TrekSoc were asked to leave Wetherspoons after someone from a certain society
forgot that beaming up didn’t apply to pints when they knocked a glass off the balcony…
Overall, I got the impression that the society, though members may come and go, has not
fundamentally changed over the eras. We continue to watch an eclectic mix of Doctor Who and
related shows; go to pubs and quizzes; listen to superb guests; and discuss obscure trivia and
opinions. But above all, there are the friendships, some that have endured for three decades,
and others which formed much more recently. The initial spirit of WhoSoc, it’s clear, lives on,
and I look forward to the next thirty years!
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he late 1980s was not a
good time for Doctor Who.
One of BBC Television’s flagship
programmes had been sidelined,
mocked by senior staff, its
lead sacked, and banished to a
graveyard slot opposite ITV’s
ratings-conquering soap opera,
Coronation Street. It clung to life
in relative poverty, improvising
its way from crisis to crisis. The
authority with which the Doctor
once strode across television
screens had been swapped for
juggling resources and playing
whatever spoons might convince
cynical BBC managers that it
had some worth.
Fandom seemed divided,
an optimistic school wanting
to celebrate what was good
about new episodes while
others wanted change but could
only draw attention to the
programme’s failings.
In Oxford, several students
had fallen in love with Doctor
Who as children, when it was
a popular success in the mid1970s. They faced student
disdain. Common rooms no
longer filled for Doctor Who in
the age of Neighbours. With the
help of video collections and
nostalgia for 1970s childhoods,
our students knew that they
work around that. They didn’t
know that in their own ways
they had begun one of the most
enduring expressions of Doctor
Who, which would survive
their student careers and the
disappearance of Doctor Who
from television, and greet its
triumphant return...

A partial and personal history
by Matthew Kilburn
(who was around for most of it)

Birth of Terror

I’m recalling the details as I was told them nearly
three decades ago, but apparently there were two key
conversations which set the society ball rolling, One
was between Roger Shaw, then of Corpus Christi, and
Matthew Brookes. While discussing Doctor Who outside
Exeter College on Turl Street, one remarked “There really
should be a Doctor Who Society in Oxford.” Matthew
was reading Chemistry, and had also talked to a student
from another college in labs, Adam Stephens of Christ
Church, who had been seen reading copies of notorious
newszine DWB.
Matthew brought Roger and Adam together and they
in turn sought out more people. On 18 February 1989
the committee met for the first time. Roger Shaw was
chosen president, Adam Stephens vice-president, Ian
Middleton secretary and Simon Clifford treasurer.
The society registered with the proctors on Monday
20 February 1989, the start of sixth week of Hilary Term.
It was told it could not have a start-up grant until it had
some members. Where, then, to find them?
While Matthew Brookes said he didn’t have any time
to start the Doctor Who Society because he was busy
keeping the Sherlock Holmes Society going, he was able
to arrange a joint meeting on Thursday of 23 February,
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to watch The Talons of Weng-Chiang. This
story was one of the most highly regarded
of the Tom Baker era at the time, before
awareness of how offensive it could be to
Chinese viewers had filtered through into
white British consciousness. Some people
joined the society there and then.
By the time of the second committee
meeting on 27 February, the committee
had expanded and with new members and
more avenues of enquiry, greater access
had been obtained to the video-sharing
network which underpinned a lot of late
1980s fandom. It’s difficult to imagine today,
but in 1989 being able to go to a shelf and
pick up a Doctor Who story—and have a
choice of formats—was a remote fantasy for
most fans. However, there was a network
of tape copiers distributing recordings of
varied origin. These included early home
recordings made from the mid-1970s
onwards, from overseas broadcasts, and
from viewing copies made from archive
tapes and film recordings by BBC staff
members themselves.
A newer and more limited seam to
mine was the early satellite channel
SuperChannel. For the first year or so
after its launch in 1987 it had run a ‘Best
of British’ schedule which provided highAdam Stephens and Matthew Brookes,
photographed in 2015 for Doctor Who
Magazine
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quality recordings of early Tom Baker
stories.
The society embarked upon an ambitious
programme of old Doctor Who stories aimed
at the Oxford student in the street who
wasn’t necessarily familiar with ‘organised
fandom’. The endeavour might fail, but
it might also be good fun to see what
happened.
The society had a meeting on its own
account on Wednesday 8 March 1989, the
middle of the last week of term, in Lecture
Room Two, Christ Church. Attendees
watched the BBC Video release of Pyramids
of Mars, were fed jelly babies and enjoyed
the first ever Doctor Who Society quiz
devised by Roger. The first question was:
“What science fiction series started on
November 23rd 1963 and has run for a
quarter of a century.” Membership, for one
term, was £1…
In Trinity Term 1989, meetings settled in
on Mondays, where they would remain until
Trinity 2006. Roger had decided that he
wasn’t going to be president through mods
and had handed over the presidency to
Adam, who was a second year chemist and
didn’t have exams. In days before e-mail and
the web, posters were put up in colleges to
attract people, literally cutting and pasting
from magazines and comics to create images
which drew on possible attendees’ cultural
reference points.
Adam and Matthew Brookes also went
to interview John Nathan-Turner, Doctor
Who’s producer since 1980, with the
intention that the interview should appear
in Isis. Isis had not run an article on Doctor
Who since 1984, and they didn’t use the
piece. The interview eventually appeared,
in a far longer form than Isis would have
printed, in Doctor Who Magazine in 2016.
This term and during the vacation Adam
threw himself into Doctor Who activities,

A society poster from Trinity 1989.

writing to potential guests including Tom
Baker and Colin Baker. Adam’s invitations
paid off in Michaelmas when the society
entertained its first two guests, Terry Molloy
in third week, who had played Davros in
three stories in the 1980s, and John Leeson,
the original voice of K9, in eighth.

The Second Invasion

Attendances in Trinity had been strong,
sometimes I think with about forty or fifty
attendees, but after over 200 people signed
up in Michaelmas it became usual for 70-80
people to be crammed into Lecture Room
Two on Monday nights. The society ran
out of termcards at Freshers’ Fair and this
emergency document was put together at
short notice.
The society concentrated very muh on
old Doctor Who so there were no formal
screenings of Season Twenty-Six as it went

out and only one recorded instalment of a
new serial, of Ghost Light part one after the
freshers’ meeting on Monday of first week.
This meeting saw several new members
arrive including me!
Michaelmas also saw the first society
dinner, a formal meal in the Old Dining
Hall at St Edmund Hall on Friday of seventh
week, with the senior member, Dr Martin
Grossel, presiding. The meeting announced
changes to the committee, which was still
formed at this stage by invitation only. The
most important of these was Louise Dennis
joining as publicity officer and, to her
surprise, magazine editor.
In those days lots of student societies
seemed to have magazines, before the
internet, and Doctor Who also had its
fanzine tradition to draw upon. Louise
published a Tides of Time every term
between Hilary 1990 and Hilary 1992, and
the pace was kept up with a few gaps for the
succeeding decade.
At the end of Hilary 1990 Adam was
succeeded by Jonathan Bryden as president
of what was now formally, thanks to a
successful application to the proctors, the
Oxford University Doctor Who Society.
There was some dispute over expanding
the committee despite the number of
enthusiastic new members. A constitutional
revision was followed by an election for
two committee places. I was one of the
candidates and to my disbelief came third,
which I imagined was the result of hostile
management.
In Michaelmas there was a further
election where I undertook enough
politicking to come second in the poll and
join the committee. Really all this shouldn’t
have been necessary. The year in hindsight
became a sort of latterday student I,
Claudius rivalling the Union.
The main change this year was the
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Louise Dennis possessed a much-admired but now
sadly long-lost jacket of embroidered autographs

Sophie Aldred!

addition of other fantasy and science fiction
television–‘telefantasy’ in the jargon of the
time–to the termcard, partly as a response
to the launch of the Star Trek Society at the
end of Hilary 1990. We existed in a spirit
of co-operation and friendly competition
and early in the two societies’ histories
there was a substantial overlap of members,
though this ceased to be as the 1990s wore
on. We did have a joint Christmas party
in 1990, and in 1991 we purchased a VCR
together to replace the one which until
then the societies had been hiring. Tim
Procter, Jonathan’s successor as president,
and I (now vice-president) went down
Marlborough Road one summer day to
collect the video from the student who was
selling it.

such an important guest; the rest of the
committee told me not to blindly follow
orders as people crowded in, sitting in all
available spaces, on and under desks, let
alone chairs.
The guest turned out to be Sophie
Aldred, who was lovely! (See the Summer
Special Edition for Paul Dumont’s nearcontemporary report).
A round of reforms following Jonathan’s
departure led to the committee being
opened up to anyone who wanted to be on
it, recognising its social as well as executive
function. By the end of Trinity 1991 the
inmates had now taken over the asylum,
with few of the original committee now
involved. We were dedicated, passionate,
obsessed with making the society the
best it could be. Among those to join the
committee when it was opened up to anyone
who wanted to join it was Paul Groves, who
revolutionised the look of the termcards.
In 1990 BBC Video accelerated their
release programme, and with an increasing
number of commercially released tapes and
what other private collections we knew of,
we were able to keep the society going.
Hilary 1992 was my run out organising
speaker meetings. Terrance Dicks, author
of several television stories, script editor of

The Legend

Before Tim took over, Jonathan had a
secret project which he shared with very
few on the committee. During the screening
of The Pirate Planet in third week it was
announced that there would be a guest in
fourth week whose identity wasn’t known to
the majority of the committee. That Monday
I was instructed by Jon to start turning
people away when the room was full, as he
didn’t want to breach fire regulations with
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more and noveliser of still more for Target
books, was one of the most widely-read
authors for children of my generation
and he was a natural choice, relating his
uneventful career at Cambridge, before
going on to discuss his work on Doctor
Who and views on what came afterwards.
J. Jeremy Bentham was a great influence on
how people wrote about Doctor Who as the
leading and often the only feature writer for
Doctor Who Weekly/Monthly’s first three
years.
With finals approaching I was guilty of
some micromanagement supporting two
rapid rearrangements of the committee
for 1992/93. Any later problems owed
something to my lack of foresight. We left
Christ Church in Michaelmas 1992, settling
in for a few years at the Miles Room in St
Peter’s who had their own television! No
more lugging heavy cathode ray tubes across
quads and up stairs, or indeed across town
in emergencies.

A Place to Hide

I left the committee at the end of Trinity
1993 and received a hand-made card made
up of posters I’d designed for the society and
signed by the rest of the committee, as well
as the BBC VHS release The Pertwee Years.
I thought I was going to concentrate on
my doctoral thesis and help apply some of
the skills I thought I’d picked up at DocSoc
turning around the Arthurian Society.
In the event, I’d seriously misunderstood
the latter and it was a major headache
which drained far too much of my energy
and goodwill. DocSoc was a great help
to relaxation, whether enjoying watching
videos, attending talks such as the second
visits of Terrance Dicks and John Leeson,
or decompressing at the Friday night casual
meetings Anthony Wilson (president, 19931995) ran for a while.

Lalla Ward signs autographs helped by David
Martin. Kevin Donnelly, Corinne Berg and John
Wilson look on.

Two of the key meetings of 1996 were
the screening of the TV Movie as it went
out on BBC1, the first time we had watched
a Doctor Who story live, and the visit of
Lalla Ward, then fairly recently married
to Richard Dawkins and whom one of the
committee, without telling the others, had
approached by leaving an envelope for her
in her husband’s pigeonhole at New College.
Other developments included the
appearance of the society website, and a
decision for a few years to brand as ‘OU
Who–The Oxford Society of Cult Television’.

Escape to Danger

I left Oxford in 1997 after eight years
as a student. The Doctor Who Society was
now much smaller, with only about twenty
people at most attending meetings. The
generation who had grown up with Tom
Baker’s Doctor had moved on. Meetings
migrated from Mansfield to Keble to
Hertford before settling for a few years in
Wadham.
While I was out of Oxford the society
enjoyed a wave of contact with figures in
the small world of professionalised Doctor
Who: DWM editor Gary Gillatt, BBC Books
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editors Steve Cole and Justin Richards,
and then informal secretary-general of
the novelists’ collective Paul Cornell, who
was also guest of honour at the Hilary
1998 dinner. Not long afterwards Paul met
Caroline Symcox (president, 2000-2001) at
a non-Oxford gathering. They were married
in 2002.
Another trend in the late 1990s was that
the society started to make many more
excursions to nearby Doctor Who locations.
The favourites were of course Aldbourne,
near Swindon, where much of The Dæmons
was made, the Rollright Stones as seen in
The Stones of Blood, and East Hagbourne, of
The Android Invasion. It became something
of a tradition to be photographed on the
cross to which Tom Baker’s Doctor was tied
by the Kraals in that story.
I returned to Oxford in October 1999
to start my ideal postdoctoral position at
what was then called the New Dictionary
of National Biography. Returning to the
society, there was a real problem in the
early 2000s in that very few people were
joining the society and those that did rarely
stayed. After a decade of transmissions of
old episodes on satellite television via UK
Gold, which had launched in 1992, fans
coming to Oxford often knew most of the
series backwards and watching it as a group
didn’t appeal. There was also a gap between
the leading lights who came from an
archive television and telefantasy tradition,
and newcomers who might suggest a
programme they liked only to be told that
there had been no good television made
since 1990. Nevertheless, we did like Buffy
the Vampire Slayer, and once concentrated
on a small monitor to watch some episodes
which had not then shown in the UK.

The Last Despairing Try

By 2003, things were looking grim. Most
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of the committee were either finishing their
degrees–often their second ones–or had
left university altogether. I was present at a
dinner in the Mitre where we agreed to give
it one last shot, with former president and
long serving Tides of Time editor Matthew
Peacock becoming president for the second
time for as long as it took him to finish his
doctorate. Other people filled what roles
they could.
A little later, after ten years away, I
returned to the commitee and took over
Tides, returning the title to A5 and choosing
to spend some of the money still in the
society account from the early 1990s on
distributing Tides to members for free.
A hardy few perpetuated the society
through the succeeding year. The
announcement made in September
2003 that Russell T Davies was bringing
back Doctor Who had little effect in the
succeeding two academic years, but we
At East Hagbourne, 2000. Back row: Alice
Dryden, Fiona Moore. Front row: James Davies,
Matthew Peacock. David Bickley, Alastair
Harrison, Owen Massey

At the Rollrights, 2004. Glyn Kennington,
Matthew Peacock, Alex Cameron

tried to think of ways which might keep the
society relevant for a generation who knew
little (at the time) of Doctor Who. Early in
2005 we challenged the Star Trek Society
to a quiz, with someone Rei England knew
from the quiz society as host. This acorn
grew the oak of the Geek Quiz, which the
Doctor Who Society has hosted for fourteen
years now and where the science fiction
and fantasy and other generally obsessional
societies challenge each other every fifth
week in term.
With fewer and fewer people interested
in video meetings, we reduced their number
and had more general social meetings.
For several years Matthew Peacock had
organised regular curry nights, but after
Matthew’s departure these now moved into
the termcard. We tried other things too, but
looking back this reflected how tired many
of us were feeling at the time
We didn’t meet to watch the new
series when it started in 2005. The issue
of watching the leaked video of Rose split
the society, with some meeting to do so,
others recognising that this was going to
be a major communal event on a national
level. In Oxford the week before Easter, I
saw pubs which normally only advertised

sport saying that they would be showing the
return of Doctor Who. It was like DocSoc’s
way of enjoying the programme had taken
over. We had been the prophets, but weren’t
honoured in our own country.
The 2005/06 year was another difficult
one. We were dependent for somewhere
to meet on the president of the day, whose
offered his graduate centre’s TV room and
bar, but this was potentially undiplomatic
considering it deprived non-Who watching
fans of a college facility. At Freshers’ Fair,
he unceremoniously binned the handdrawn logos of several old television series,
including those of The Prisoner and The
Professionals, which had adorned the
freshers’ fair stall in the OU Who era and
immediately thereafter. It seemed that
Doctor Who and its very specific fan culture
was being de-emphasised in favour of the
new series alone and general geek tribalism.
I wasn’t thrilled by this, but at the same time
I’d wanted to connect with the new viewers
and in any case I expected to be gone
quickly. In the event I got on with the new
members, including the person who was
to become one of the two longest-serving
presidents of the society, Adam Povey.

The Breakthrough

Adam Povey took over in Michaelmas
2006 and remained for over three years.
Adam inaugurated an era of a small
but contented group of friends happy
just watching Doctor Who, settled with
some others on the red-cushioned seats of
the television room in St John’s, with the
Geek Quiz held elsewhere in the college
in the North Seminar Room. For a while,
early in Adam’s presidency, we passed out
of registration as we didn’t have enough
students to fill the positions of president,
secretary and treasurer, and so we lost the
right to use the university name. We rapidly
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became a registered society again, but we
never claimed ‘university status’ back.
As more people started to attend and
participate, Adam overhauled the society’s
administration so that the constitution and
finances were fit for purpose, moving from
president to treasurer at the end of 2009 in
order to do this. Adam’s effort in keeping
things going and reinventing the society
around a modern version of its original
format has led him to be dubbed ‘the
Russell T Davies of the Oxford Doctor Who
Society’, although he professes not to have
approached the society as an institution.
However, it was during Adam’s time that we
were gifted a book collection and began the
present version of the library. Institutional
status comes looking for you even when you
don’t want it.
In Michaelmas 2009 we had a speaker
for the first time in over three years, Robert
Shearman, writer of Series One’s Dalek.
Jonathan Nash succeeded Adam as president
and was an affable chair for three years,
being its second longest-serving occupant.
We even went to Fantom Events’ Utopia
convention when it was at Heythrop Hall
for a couple of years in 2010 and 2011. For

Adam Povey prepares for an early Geek Quiz,
North Seminar Room, St John’s, Michaelmas
2006
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a while, we launched academic years with
some very frivolous Doctor Who cocktails
and attempts at fish fingers and custard.
We journeyed to Cardiff several times,
when one or other version of the Experience
was running. On one trip to East
Hagbourne in 2012 I thought it would be a
good idea. while we waited for the Fleur de
Lys pub to open, to drive over to the other
Android Invasion locations in the area and
have a look at the Health Protection Agency
at Harwell. When we parked the minibus
we were set upon by armed police from
the Civil Nuclear Constabulary as we did
not have permission to visit a site within
the terms of the Official Secrets Act. Katrin
Thier and I became the responsible adults
and our names and addresses were taken.

All Kinds of Futures

The society gradually found more and
more things to do. We went to the cinema
screening of The Day of the Doctor in 2013.
We’d booked early at the Vue near Oxford
United’s ground on the southern edge of
Oxford and so rather than attend the city
centre screening at one of the Odeons,
divided into groups who either biked down
or were shuttled down in my car or Linda

Jonathan Nash and Adam Povey in the
Royal Oak, Woodstock Road, 2010

Varsity Quiz in progress, St Aldate’s Tavern,
Oxford, May 2016

Tyrrell’s. We then returned to the city centre
to discuss the series afterwards in the pub.
Other developments this decade included
our establishing diplomatic relations with
the Cambridge University Doctor Who
Society. The annual Varsity Quiz began in
2015 in Cambridge and has since alternated
between the two ancient universities. James
Baillie and I were the initial question-setters,
but we have both since passed on our
mantles. We also regularly visit the Quiz of
Rassilon which takes place every month at
the Sebright Arms in East London.
Finally, in 2015 we started to do
something we perhaps should have tried
before and had organised viewings of the
new series as it went out on a Saturday. This
has proved particularly successful when the
series has been scheduled in the autumn,
and none more so since we moved into an
auditorium, at Mansfield, for Series Eleven
in 2018. The committees of recent years have
all been great hosts.
Oh, and in 2017 I came back to Tides
of Time. The fanzine might be an archaic
format in many eyes, but I like it and
people here like to write for it. After two
issues I was joined as editor by sometime
president James Ashworth who has kept
the publication in touch with the present

President Hannah Taylor and Treasurer Beth
Graham introduce a freshers’ meeting, October
2016

generation. More of that in another article,
next time.
DocSoc, as earlier decades called
it–during the 2010s it became generally
referred to as WhoSoc, matching the
abbreviation the university e-mail system
gives it–has been a much bigger part of my
life than I expected when I joined in 1989.
I’ve been a member, a committee member,
its vice-president, its magazine editor, and
even from 2005 to 2006 its senior member,
the academic responsible for signing the
registration forms to confirm that the
student society is behaving properly. I’ve
watched new members turn up in their
first weeks at university, and been to their
weddings some years later. I’m conscious of
being a guest in the student sphere, but at
the moment the students still don’t seem to
mind. Thanks to them, and to you.
Based on a talk given at the Oxford
Doctor Who Society Thirtieth Anniversary
Event, 28 April 2019. With thanks to Adam
Stephens, to Paul Groves, Oxford University
Doctor Who Society: An Unofficial History,
1989-1992 (1992) and to Jonathan Bryden,
‘An Anomaly Within An Inconsistency’,
The Tides of Time 1 (1990)
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